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Foreword by Pastor Raphael Cherry
In 2015 Pastor Enoch and I formed a great bond in The Lord. I have always
acknowledged, recognised the anointing on him as a Prophet and have reaped
the due reward. Every single word He has uttered to my life, my family and the
brethren in the church has borne fruit.

In these writings you have a compilation of prophecies released once again
that have borne fruit.

The detail and accuracy of these are astounding. I remember in particular the
prophecy relating to Zimbabwe when the previous President was removed. As
the world followed the story of that nation as intensely as it broke on
television, it appeared to all that overnight the President was to be removed,
and many believed so. There was rejoicing in that nation as the news broke,
but the prophecy said almost overnight.

The media was reporting that the ruling President had stepped down and
many believed so. The next day The President revealed he is not stepping
down, unfolding as per the prophecy to the last and minor detail. That was
amazing, having the prophecy in hand and watching it unfold.
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As this book is released in October 2018, and the prophecies are from 2015, I
can authenticate that these were indeed given on the respective dates as
Pastor Enoch would regularly forward them to me as he was given them.
There are others The Lord showed him in Kwazulu Natal, he not being familiar
with the surroundings would describe what he saw and we would journey to
find the place and pray there and fulfil what The Lord required.

I greatly encourage you to go through these and get them into your spirit as
some of these relate to events that are soon to come to pass and prepare your
life as The Spirit leads.
The destinies of nations are in these pages and you are presented with them to
best prepare your life. Make the most of this work of The Spirit.

With love.
Raphael L Cherry
Pastor: Fulness of Jesus Ministries
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Introduction
There has never been a time in human history where the voice of God needed to be
heard like the days in which we live. The world is constantly changing, world events
are impacting the lives of many people around the world. We are in constant shock
from the things we hear in the news.

Politically, we are seeing a decrease in the quality of leadership. The offices of
governments have seized being about the aiding of the masses, to being about
personal gain and greed. The moral standards of leadership are eroding. This is a
new era in global politics. It’s an arena for power and not patriotism, one that fuels
personal influence and power
Bankers and Multinational Corporations are the new form of world power. ‘He that
wields the fiscal power of the nation becomes its lord’. These economical
powerhouses are what shadows the highest offices in nations. They control and
influence the scheme of things in nations and world events. They have created a
system that continues to cause them to thrive at the disadvantage of the of the
greater majority.
If people can be taught to live better, they become better. It is a fact that in nations
and societies where the principles of the bible has been taught, the impact upon
those nations has been positive. The presence of light is the absence of the
darkness and vice versa.
In the midst of all these shenanigans in our world, The Spirit of God is still working,
Still speaking and still moving within all those who are willing to listen to him and
work with him. There is something you need to understand about the character of
God. He is love and very long suffering. And he often times allows evil to prevail to
show forth his glory. Remember the darker the night brighter the stars will appear.
Everything is getting darker that he glory may be clearly seen by all. Isaiah 60:1-4

Our response to all these things should be one of-Unceasing Prayer. Jesus said to
ask the fathers will to be established in the earth as it established in Heaven. When
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we pray we give God an opportunity to intervene in the affairs of men. In Psalms we
are told that the throne is in Heaven and his kingdom rules over all. In the context of
earth life and men-the free moral agent-how does he do that? He rules through the
prayers of men. His hand in the affairs of life is only outstretched when we pray. His
power is limited to our voices ascending to heaven. If we would not pray things
would never change. Prayer is heavens resource for earthly change.

And inversely, earth resource of change is The Voice of God. God uses his word to
create all things, to shape the future. To frame events and to repair the nations. It is
this agent of change that is required to change anything in our lives and nations.
And God does still speaks and prophecy is his greatest vehicle of change.

In this book I will be sharing some of the prophecies given by the Spirit through his
grace concerning nations, the body of christ and world events. There are some of
them that have already taken place at the time of writing this book. It is however my
hope that as you read these prophecies, a spirit of prayer may be invoked in you.
This book is a call to attention and prayer to all Gods people who desire to see the
intent and plans of God realised.

As you read through these revelations of God, may you be inspired to seek out
Gods will for your life, family and nation. It is my prayer that it yields more fruits in
your life unto the glory of our lord.
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The Importance of Prophecy
Two environments

Genesis 1:1 (NKJV Strong’s,)
1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth.

The Bible is the revelation of God to man, the unveiling of his nature and his
dealings with mankind. It is the word of God about all things. His opinions about
life, Through the written word we are given insight into Gods very mind, his
thoughts and ways are made plain to us.

The opening scripture tells us something about our Fathers attributes-He is a
creator. The bible tells us when and how the creative ages began-It was in the
beginning. This beginning is Gods creative duties throughout the universe, it is not
however the beginning of God. God is ageless he is from everlasting to everlasting
[ psalm 90], but the universe has an age, a beginning and an ending. And Genesis
1:1 tells us exactly that.

He created the Heavens and the earth. The word heaven refers to an elevated place
in space, a firmament and the aboding of spirits. This is the realm from which all
angels and heavenly creatures come from. It’s a spiritual realm with many locations.
Including the heaven of heavens where Gods throne is. The geography of the
heavens is spiritual. Earth however is a natural eco system. As the bible describes it.
A large piece of land situated upon the waters and designated for habitation. The
whole earth is covered by water its foundations are embedded in the deep. It is also
the abode of physical or natural creation. The geography and components of earth
is Natural.
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Genesis 1:1 could also be rightly translated as ‘ It was in the beginning that God
created the Spiritual and the Natural World’. This imposes upon our minds to
suggest that both the spiritual and natural spheres proceed from God. The DNA of
all entities both spiritual and natural originate from God. Thus God must be in his
own way posses spiritual and natural qualities. Thats a lesson for another time.

It is also very accurate to paraphrase the scripture this way. ‘ … God created two
Environments-spirit and natural…’ an environment is the surroundings or conditions
in which a spirit and person, animal, or plant lives or operates. This description fits
the purpose of the heavens and the earth that God created. They were meant to be
environment through which the intended organisms would live.

How then does this relate to prophecy? You will get to see it once we analyse how
exactly God created the universe ( the Collective name of the heavens and earth).
Lets take a little detour and study this
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Words- Materials for Creation
It is very logical to conclude that God must
have used something to Create the
universe and all its elements. It would be
however erroneous to thing that he uses
the same methods that human do to build
or make something. Lets look at what the
scriptures say
Jeremiah 51:15 (NKJV Strong’s,)
15 He has made the earth by His power;
He has established the world by His wisdom,
And stretched out the heaven by His understanding.

We see that the Power, wisdom and understanding of God are involved in the
creation process. We are looking into the mechanisms he used to create.

Psalms 104:30 (NKJV Strong’s,)
30 You send forth Your Spirit, they are created;
And You renew the face of the earth.
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We also see the spirits involved is the creation process.

John 1:1-5 (NKJV Strong’s,)
1 In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was
God. 2 He was in the beginning with God. 3 All things were made through Him, and
without Him nothing was made that was made.

Ephesians 3:9 (NKJV Strong’s,)
9 and to make all see what is the fellowship of the mystery, which from the
beginning of the ages has been hidden in God who created all things through Jesus
Christ;

Colossians 1:16-17 (NKJV Strong’s,)
16 For by Him all things were created that are in heaven and that are on earth,
visible and invisible, whether thrones or dominions or principalities or powers. All
things were created through Him and for Him. 17 And He is before all things, and in
Him all things consist.

Hebrews 1:1-3 (NKJV Strong’s,)
1 God, who at various times and in various ways spoke in time past to the fathers
by the prophets, 2 has in these last days spoken to us by His Son, whom He has
appointed heir of all things, through whom also He made the worlds; 3 who being
the brightness of His glory and the express image of His person, and upholding all
things by the word of His power, when He had by Himself purged our sins, sat down
at the right hand of the Majesty on high,

Hebrews 11:3 (NKJV Strong’s,)
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3 By faith we understand that the worlds were framed by the word of God, so that
the things which are seen were not made of things which are visible.

All these scriptures reveal one thing. That creation is a by-product of the word of
God, that his His spoken word. If heaven and earth are environments as we
mentioned then these environments were created by the word of God.

It is safe to say that environments are created by words, from the God level right
into human level. We are where we are today because of the words that were either
spoken in private or publicly. Words shape the world in which we live in everything
results as the words received and acted upon. To change our environments we must
first change the words that created them. This is were prophecy becomes
fundamental, because for anything to change. Gods words must be released. God
must speak for things to change. And whether we would like to admit it or not we
need divine intervention without which everything else deteriorates.

God must put his word in the lips of men as he did with Jeremiah and effect
changes upon the kingdom of men. Men must prophesy for things to change. Men
must prophesy for heaven to move. And thank God that this gift of prophecy is
available to every child of God through the power of the spirit.

What is prophecy? It is the expression of Gods language, the identification of His
language and the revelation of His heart and mind in that describing his plans and
purposes for men and the ages. Civilisation cannot move without prophecy. It is the
frame structure of all creation, The bedrock of life itself. To prophesy is to speak
with the voice of God, its to effect the power of God
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It is so important to the world and the church that Moses said he desires that all
people be prophets. His words are echoed by Paul when he said that all should
pursue and desire to Prophesy. Because then the fresh word of the Spirit can be
heard. The written word is Gods eternal word. Prophesy is Gods now word.

Prophecy is an indispensable resource for prayer. It is the means through which the
holy spirit helps our prayers. The more we prophesy the better we can pray. Are
they prophets, let them intercede. We need prophecy, we cannot do without it. The
whole Christian life is upon the basis of prophesy. The word of God itself is called
the prophetic scriptures.
The life and power of God is released through prophesy. Nations were built by
prophesy. Kingdoms were destroyed by prophecy. Kings were born by
prophesy,Destinies were determined By prophecy. It is the very word of God. The
very mind of God, The voice of God in demonstration. Oh may we learn to use this
great gift of God.

This is what prophecy is. The word of God coming from the lips God, declaring
forth his desires and intents concerning a thing or a purpose. Everything needs his
word to be sustained. Nothing holds up by itself without the word of God. Thus
prophecy to us becomes the vitality of life, for life, ministry and also the destiny of
nations.

It is prophecy that aids us in the realm of intercession. Our ability to hear God when
we pray is essential not only to the answers we receive in prayer but also to the
concentration of our desire. The Voice of God expressed either through words or
divine pictures in our minds can alter a destiny in an instant. What then ought we to
do to hear his voice? The answer is clear in the scriptures.
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The Holy Spirit
We can never over emphasise the place of the Holy Spirit in the life of the church.
He was given an assignment by the father when he left Heaven to birth the church.
The mandate was to prepare a bride for His son. That would mirror him in all ways
to the earth. This bride was to represent Christ in His absence. Become a vessel for
the unseen Spirit to give him a body-enabling him to carry out the ministry of Jesus
Christ. That ministry still continues today through every one who believes in the Son
of God. And this holy Spirit is the indispensable agent.

Today we cannot see any vision. Hear any voice and have any prayer answered
without the holy spirit. We cant even do anything acceptable to God without Him.
Nothing in Christendom works without this third person of the Godhead. He is
essentially to the whole program of God for earth. And how the church needs to
acquaint herself with Him. The early church knew something about this fellowship
with the Spirit. Thought history men and woman have touched the heights of this
fellowship but rarely have we seen a majority move into that arena. But these are
the last days and if we going to do anything for God we must imply the power of
the Spirit.

It is my strongest impression that the most important thing for the church today is to
learn to hear the voice of God. It is the most important thing for us today. Hearing
his voice for the hour. Jesus in revelation echoed the message seven times. What
message? The message to listen to what the Spirit was saying to the churches.,
because the Spirit always has something to say to us from the Lord Jesus, some
direction some instruction, some comfort to us. And we must teach ourselves to
hear his messages from Headquarters.

This is why we must learn to appreciate prophecy in our dispensation. And I’m not
just talking about the “your address is 3748 avenue street and you live in a brown
house” type of prophecies. I mean prophecies that would help us in strategic
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warfare against the enemy in our. The kind that would help wage a good warfare for
our destinies. The kind that would help us win nations for then Lord. This is high
level clearance that only the Spirit can reveal to listening hearts.

Revelation 2:11 (NKJV Strong’s,)
11 “He who has an ear, let him hear what the Spirit says to the churches…”

Notice he does not say what the Spirit SAID to the churches but what He SAYS to
the churches. Inferring strongly that the Holy Spirt is still talking to the churches. The
question is are the churches hearing the Spirit today? Or are we fulfilling the desire
of our own thoughts? Are we following the voice of His Spirit? Or are we being led
by our own voices.

The secret to the church of Jesus Christ is the voice of the Spirit. That voice brings
us the agenda of God for the Hour, the instructions and commands of Jesus Christ
for his Body and bride.
I believe we must first learn to be a body before His bride. Until we all come to the
unity of the Faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, we will not be a
prepared bride. This is not an individualistic pursuit, but the destiny of all Christians
in every nation of the world. And the key is the spirit.

John 16:13 (NKJV Strong’s,)
13 However, when He, the Spirit of truth, has come, He will guide you into all truth;
for He will not speak on His own authority, but whatever He hears He will speak;
and He will tell you things to come.

The Holy Spirit is in every Conversation God has, every counsel meeting, What
angels discus, Every Conference. He hears What is Being Communicated to the
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Detail. And there are things God speaks concerning you. Every time The Lord
Speaks concerning you as He did about Job. The Holy Spirit Listens , then Transmits
it To your Spirit. Many times we are not attuned to this realm of communication. If
we did we would Hear Tremendous and Glorious things that are spoken to and
about us from Heaven.. He’s Our Bridge to the Heavenly and the Supernatural

It is his responsibility to guide us and lead us into the realities of Jesus Christ, the
means through which he guides us and reveals to us these things is through
communication and it bears upon the church to lean to hear his voice clearly. This is
why prophecy is important for the church today as it was throughout the
generations of Gods people.
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The Signicance of Writing
If writing was not important, I do not think God would have presented to us his
living word through written literature. The bible should be proof to us that God
deems writing essential to humanity. The human race could not have achieved so
much without literature, words have been the bedrock of mankind.

In the day of the kings of Israel and Judah. The king when he had inherited the
throne was instructed to write down with his own hand the copy of the Law of God.
This exercise would produce two things in him. Firstly he would have a close
encounter with the law and through the process of writing it would be imprinted
about his mind. This is the same rule that God uses in the new covenant. He writes
his laws in our heart and put them in our minds. This is also proven that we
remember what we’ve written.

This is what makes writing down what the lord says and shows important. Writing
freezes time. It locks away all the anointing and spirit in which a material was
written. The first thing Jesus said to John was write down what I will show you. This
wasn’t left to memory. This is the mistake many make. They think just because God
spoke to them through the various communication he uses they will remember, It is
wrong to think so. Otherwise Jesus wouldn’t have instructed John to do it. Things of
importance require to be journaled.

The whole bible is a written revelation, a supernatural document, Gods message
from heaven and when we learn to write down things of divine importance we
express our faith in the Spirit’s ability to communicate with us. His message means
something to us. So learn to write down what The lord speaks and tells you.
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Prophecies & Revelations
Prophetic Utterances
Most of the prophetic utterance were given under the inspiration of the Spirit in
Church services in instances were they were given in the private place of prayer. I
will mention. Please prayerfully read though them. At the time of writing there
prophecies given that have been fulfilled and some are in the process of being
fulfilled some are waiting to be fulfilled. May the reader judge in the spirit of Christ.

The Church is Rising
14 May 2016

The church of Jesus Christ is raising; the immovable church, all over the world the
church of Jesus Christ is raising. He said:
“Yea are of God little and ye have overcome them, because greater is He that is in
you then He that is in the world”
Have you not seen? Have you not heard? That which I have done in past times for
all my people that they may walk and live in realms of glory which I’ve prepared for
them. Many of them have not yet understood the place of honour to which I’ve
bought them says the Spirit of God, but now I will begin to work through their lives,
through their hearts and through their worship and praise says the Spirit of the Lord.
As they give me thanks says the Spirit I will open up the veil and curtain that divides
the Spiritual from the natural and yes my children they that serve me and they that
desire and seek after me, will be able to move freely between the two dimensions.
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And I say just as I’ve said before in my word just like my servant Enoch and Friend
who walked with me until I took him. He was the pleasure of my presence and now I
am calling you says the Lord to a realm which you have not known before a
dimension of life, which you have not yet understood but yea open up your hearts
and your minds and my Sprit shall fill thee and yea receive ye the revelation off my
word that comes to you through my servant says the Lord.
These are the revelations that I have ordained for such a time as these and as they
come into your Spirit they will begin to fill you and bring you up, like a light
transportation, power, glory and anointing shall being to pull you up, pull you up
says the Lord and don’t allow the things of these world to attach themselves to you.

These are things that pull you down and weigh you down and make you not to see
my presence and glory that I have set for you. The things of this world are deadly
and they are diseases. They are deadly to the progress of your spirit says the Lord
and I say to you he that has an ear let him hear what the spirit says to you tonight
and them that would hear says the Lord they will live with me eternally in the realms
of my glory and I say come up, come up hither and I will show you things that will
shortly take place says the Lord (Thank you Lord, Thank you Master!)
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Cross Roads
16 OCTOBER 2016

My people, my children I’ve called you by my name and appointed to you an
inheritance. I have said that the lines have fallen unto you in pleasant places, begin
now to lift up your eyes and see, begin now to appropriate the blessings that I’ve
given unto you. There are several of you here that I’ve guided and counselled
regarding certain areas but you’ve been reluctant for some time, now is the time to
step out on the waters and see if you’ll not walk on it. The miracle power and ability
have been released, do not fear and do not look to the left nor the right but I say to
you the right timing is now and the fullness of the time has come and I say it shall
come to pass; look it is coming to pass, look it has come to pass and thou shall
rejoice and surely know that the Lord has spoken this in your mist and that the
company of the Heavenly host are here to witness that.

Thus saith the Spirit again: cross roads, cross roads, cross roads, many are at cross
roads in their lives whether to take the left or the right but I say unto you, do not
use your mental reasoning and do not use your assumptive abilities. Look within
because that’s where the answer is, I have already given you the answer therefore
make the decision, take a step and make the act then blessings will follow you. Fear
not says the Lord! A door has been open such that whatever you determine and
whatever you commit to move into shall by no means fail but all shall come to pass.
Lift up your eyes because the opportunities are there. Walk in the door says the
Lord; this year you shall know that I’ve loved you and that I’ve chosen you but I want
you to know that what you’re about to see, experience and hear; the remainder of
this year will not be pleasant and it’ll come as a surprise to many, it is because of my
mercy and love that I am doing this.

My judgment is always motivated by my love because I am preparing something
great, and something is on the horizon*. I see the waves rising, rising, rising and I
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see chariots upon the waters; I know it is the move of the Spirit, it is the revival
promise of the old and it is the fulfilment of that which have seen and said. My
Servants whom have walked with me have known and understood this, and they
have been praying for this but now you will enter into the harvest and you will eat
that which you have not laboured for because white is the field and the harvest is
right. I am beginning to dispossession!

There is a change that is coming and it is so fast like the blowing of the wind, you
don’t know where it comes from but you will feel the effect.
If you are not ready the wind will blow you away but if you are the wind will lift you
up like an eagle and you’ll ride upon the wings of the wind.
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The Tree is Falling
20 JUNE 2016
For they that have lifted themselves up and have become proud because of the
positions of power and influence that I have given unto them, they that have dealt
deceitfully, violently and corruptly. I the Lord have watched and I the Lord have
looked upon them and I do not marvel for they are like dry leaves waiting to be
shaken and behold I shake the leaves off the tree. They shall not stand says the
Lord! But from them new leaves shall bud forth; green leaves and new leaves that
will begin to do my work, leaves that will begin to heal by my Wisdom the nations
and the injustices of the previous governors. I delight in righteousness and
righteousness have not been lifted up in this nation. I’ve said even in my word:
when a righteous ruler rules the nations they enjoy righteousness but He that rules
deceitfully there are groaning in the nation.

I’ve heard a groaning in the soul of this nation, a groaning for change, a groaning
for transformation and now I am cleansing says the Lord. I’ve heard and now I am
sending my word. My word of judgment will begging to shake and uproot even
those trees that have thought themselves to be strongly planted! They shall be
amazed when I uproot them by the power of my hand. They shall not stand because
I shall cast them off; they did not bear fruit says the Lord and they could not bear
fruit says the Lord because of the selfish ambitions and the deceits within their
hearts. When you shall see wars, when you shall hear about conflicts in certain parts
of the cities and provinces of this nations do not be amazed because I am shaking
says the Spirit of God.
Every foundation that has not been established by me shall be removed and new
foundation will be birthed out says the Spirit of God. I have given several of them to
repent but they did not and watch in blink of an eye I shall remove them and take
them out of this earth says the Spirit of God! They have not listened to my voice.
There will be several land mark buildings of this nation that will be burned down
and there will be several statues around this nation that will fall, my hand is involved
in this. Satan has in sighted anger, frustration and irritation within this nation. Many
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sprouts of thorns and thistles are coming out even upon green lands and green
pastures, and they will begin to choke the life out of those plantations because they
have been planted wrongfully and deceitfully!

My people; those I’ve called by my name hear my voice and seek my face, and I will
heal your land. There is too much blood in this land, the blood of the dead have
been crying for a long time. The poorer will be poor and the richer will become rich,
and the poor shall hate the rich then they shall insult violence against the rich that
they may plunder and enjoy from the spoils of the rich. There is a change, there is a
change, and there is a change.
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I Will Build my Church
21 AUGUST 2016

Don’t despise small begins says the Lord for this is how I build greatness In you, for
yea it shall come a time when men from the north, south and all the corners of the
Earth will, come wise man prominent man will come and men that are great of
stature in the eyes of the world they shall come and Seat at your feet, to hear the
great words that shall come forth by the instruction of my spirit, words of wisdom,
blessing and revelation and yea from your lips and from this place shall sound forth
the revelation and the total fullness of the mystery of Christ for in will give you and
pour upon you measures and measures of my spirit of wisdom and revelation until
you reach the heights of perfection.

Yea the of Depths of Knowledge and yea I shall make you a fragrance of my
knowledge, life and the fragrance of my son to walk all over the world only don’t
despair be bold and courageous, great days lie ahead, days of laughter and joy,
days of glory and power, days of life jubilance, for I have gathered you as a hen
gathers her chicks you are mine says the Lord and my word of truth rests upon you
rejoice and be grateful and that which I have opened your eyes unto yes you will do
great things and great things with small little insignificant things and you will do
much with little for I have said even the smallest and the little such become a
thousand and shall become a nation for out of you.

I will build a nation, a nation of my glory, a nation where I will begin to dwell I will
build you strong and then I will come and live among you forever you are mine says
the Lord be vigilant and always have an ear to hear and listen to the instruction that
shall come forth unto you I love, I love you says the Lord. I see dust rising from the
Earth in its density i see it rising from the earth and I see it being blown all into one
direction says the Lord that how fast they shall come when I bring them unto you for
that dust represent the people. And the Lord says I have given you a servant, I have
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given you a vessel my known son to teach you and lead you into the parts of truth
listen to him.

This is whom I have chosen and laid my hand upon and yea my arm of strength and
my arm of power upon him for yea he shall be my glory unto many nations for I
have called him for such a time as this for men and women will seat at his feet and
from him and from his lodging shall prince and kings come out,listen, listen to what
the spirit says unto you!
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The Coming Wealth
25 SEPTEMBER 2016

I’ve spoken to you about the release of wealth and you’ve thought when it shall
come and when it shall manifest but note that it is even at the door says the Lord.
This is the time and the hour where my people all over the world will begin to
experience what it means to be the head because they’ll walk in favour which
they’ve not known before. And I’m realising now the true manifestation of wealth,
just like the Queen of Sheba had said that the half of it was not told when she saw
the glory and spender of Solomon; it shall be the same with you because this shall
be your testimony.

Do not think it terms of money, do not think in terms of possessions because wealth
it’s power of Heavenly host that I am bringing to you; I am adding Heavenly host
unto you more than what you had and more than what you knew. You are wealthy
because of who you have with you. He said “More are they with us more than they
that be with them” I am telling you now my people. When you walk out this door
know that you are the head, when you walk out this door know that I’ve set you
upon the Kings I wear, and that wealth is yours!
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The Destiny of Nations
26 June 2016

Yet again says the Lord, I have spoken even in my word that in such and such a
time, I will move again upon the earth and the heavens and I will shake and yea says
the spirit of God, the timeline between the earth and the spiritual dimension is
shaking and changing. There things that I have shaken in the heavens and they have
hearkened for those things says the Lord, these are the things that I have shaken
and released ten years ago in the spirit are now unfolding, but now look at the what
I will begin to do says the spirit of the Lord.

There things that I will begin to shake in the heavens and yea they shall unfold
immediately says the spirit of God and we are moving into a timeline and time
dimension in preparation of the coming of the son of Glory and he is coming with
the angels of power and many shall fall (AND I PASTOR ENOCH WEPT MUCH!) it
will be a time of mourning, a time of sadness and a time of pain around the world.
Many have fallen says the Lord, just like Rehab wept and there was no comfort
found for her.

It shall be in the next few months, in the next few years that the eyes of many shall
be filled with tears, the hearts of many shall be filled with perplexity and confusion,
many will wonder and die. The wailing of Egypt is nothing compared to the wailing
of the world, when I took the firstborns in Egypt yes the pride of the nations I shall
remove and they that have been their nation’s pride and joy I am removing says the
Lord and I am raising the despised and so shall the saying be true in that day, that
the stone which the builders rejected has now become the Chief Cornerstone.

They that have been despised in the nations shall become their cornerstones and
yea says the Lord even from you shall come forth my word and yes many from all
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over the nations of the world from the East, West, South and the North they will
come forth and enquire thus says the Lord, yes, yes I shall fill your mouths and you
shall give forth the right words, for yes says the Lord I will begin to open your eyes
more and more to the realities which Man don’t see, speak it forth, speak it forth,
speak it forth!

This is a sign I am giving you says the Lord, RUSSIA I have weighed you and I have
seen you says the Lord, how you grow strong and mightier than all the nations and I
stop you! And this is as far as you go. For now AMERICA must rise, must raise to the
pinnacle of power, splendour and glory, yet once more you HARLOT you shall rule
over all the nations of the world and subdue them once more but these shall be
your last triumph, your last rule. And these shall be your last act of dominance over
the nations of the world, for after that I will yep you away and I will destroy you says
the Lord.

Oh my beautiful nation IRAQ mercy upon you and my Gospel shall be preached
and proclaimed in you and shall spread like wildfire and many MUSLIMS by their
millions , will accept me and I have chosen some of them, hence the Gospel is
spreading like wildfire with signs and wonders and miracles.

CHINA you have closed your iron bars for so long, behold my word that prevails
strike them open and many Evangelists and Pastors shall come from you.
And my son, remember the word that I gave you a couple of years ago, now I am
beginning to fulfil it. Many of the Asian origins will begin to serve me at your feet
says the Lord. Yes I am bringing the wealth of the Asian unto you for now I am
building my church strong and I’m Glorifying her and she will begin to rise.

And their many of them that have called themselves by my name and I don’t know
them I will make a public spectacle of them so that the hole world sees them that I
don’t know them and terror will come upon them and judgement will come upon
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them and yea they that are known of me, they that walk with me prepare for your
glorious days, for great glory shall come upon you, and yea Kings and rulers shall
come unto thee in the coming years I will give you a sign, by which every Man shall
know that I have called you and raised you and look I am sending them unto you,
they are coming, they are coming to bear their hands up look to the South they are
coming they heard the sound of the trumpet, come ye all and hear the words from
my mouth they are coming.
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The Supernatural in the Physical
08 JANUARY 2017

Thus says unto you: remember not the former years or the former days or things
that have gone by for behold I do a new thing, this thing is new even to your eyes.
That which you have not heard, that which you have not seen and that which you
has not entered into the hearts of men. This is that which I’ve prepared for those
that love me and this year I will begin to unfold them. Those whom have waited in
my presence and whom have stayed in focused and mind their minds on me, these
are the ones that I shall remember says the Lord. For yea I will begin even as I have
said in my word that when you go through the waters I am with thee, when you go
through the fires they shall not burn thee says the Lord, I am with you and my
righteous right hand is upon thee says the Lord and now I begin to lift up the poor
from the dun hill and set them upon the kings high way and yes thus says the Lord
the rock of the ages will be made manifest and those who have stood, those who
have endured, who have had patience and those who have not let the things of the
world destruct them from me.

Behold even as I’ve said unto them that cheer up because I have tamed the world, I
have overcome the world and yea they shall begin to enjoy the overcomer’s
blessings that have been spoken off in the book revelation. These are the ones even
as I see in the spirit the angels of God, going to and fro distributing the blessings of
God and yea the seven blessings of the lamb. Now unto him who is worthy to
receive all power, glory, honour and all dominion these are the blessings says the
Lord that shall be bestowed upon them that have waited in my presence. Behold I
give you the secret wait on me this is the secret for this year wait in my presence
and those who will stay long enough in my presence, those who will stay long
enough in me shall come out with a glory indescribable, a glory not known by men
nor even the world and behold that glory shall have an attraction so strong even the
Gentiles shall come and bow before your feet and they shall know that you are the
true servants of God. The division says the Lord between those who serve me and
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those who don’t will be seen, it is evident and it will show even in their faces for
they that have waited in my presence.

I need to explain this prophecy, I was going to say what He says but I need to
explain the prophecy first. When Jesus Christ rose from the dead the bible says that
the Lord appeared unto them that where sitting in the house in hiding and He said
that peace be upon thee, and they were all afraid and He said that don’t be afraid
for it is I and that is the first instance. The bible says that when Jesus appeared to
them Thomas was not there; and they told Thomas that we have seen the Lord and
Thomas said I will not believe least I touch him with my own hands and least I thrust
my hand into his hand and into his Bosom I will not believe.

Then eight days later the bible says that the Lord appeared to Thomas in the midst
of them flesh and bones and he said Thomas come thrust your hand into my hand
and thrust your hand into my bosom, and Jesus said this is not a ghost for ghost
cannot have flesh and blood, but what was it? It was the manifestation of the
spiritual in the physical and the Lord is saying that they will begin to see the
manifestation of true glorification. That which has been veiled will be unveiled and
that which has been hidden in the inner most place will come out for all to see, and
yes even they that did not believe they will believe because I am shinning my light
and my glory and yea it shall be great.

Everything that will happen in the end times its root are found in the book of
Genesis, because our God is amazing think about it every single thing that God has
meant to happen in the end times He made it to happen in the beginning. There is
nothing we are going to face or we are going to go through that is not written,
everything is in Genesis. Just when we were about to crossover to the year 2017 the
Lord began to talk to me and show me certain things in the spirit and in the word.
He said to me that 2017 will bring about the birth of his bride; the glorious church
and He said that there are other things that will happen and I shared some of those
things with you on Sunday. What we will begin to see is the fusing of the spirit with
the natural; we will see the spirit world and the natural world walk as one and there
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will be not much distinctions between the spirit and the natural. In Genesis 6 we
hear about the age of the fallen angels on earth. The bible says that this angel saw
that the daughters of man were beautiful and took for themselves wives.
Those wives brought forth giants and if you go deeper into the age of those fallen
angels you begin to see something that men and angels coexisted in one plane,
even though they were in the spirit but they were still functional on the earth. There
was an adjoining of two dimensions such that anyone could see in the spirit as they
could see in the natural. If you would open your eyes would see and for us who
walking in the spirit sometimes it’s hard to distinguish between what is in the spirit
and what is in the natural. When you are in the spirit the spirit interweaves into the
natural.

“Upon the four and twentieth day of the eleventh month, which is the month Sebat,
in the second year of Darius, came the word of the LORD unto Zechariah, the son of
Berechiah, the son of Iddo the prophet, saying, I saw by night, and behold a man
riding upon a red horse, and he stood among the myrtle trees that [were] in the
bottom; and behind him [were there] red horses, speckled, and white.” ZECHARIAH
1:7-8 KJV

You have to notice something there: He sees a man riding on a horse and he stood
among the Myrtle trees, and they are in the natural and what he sees is in the spirit ,
if you read that without spiritual understanding you would think that the tree was in
the spirit; no the trees are in the natural.
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Political Restructuring
12 JANUARY 2017

I see a party within a party for there will be a change in the political structure of this
Nation says the Lord; for ye even as I’ve told you that there will be a factions and a
separation in the leading political party for their days have been numbered and
their reign has been given to another, no longer shall rule like they have ruled
before says the Lord. I’ve looked upon their hearts and found that they are not
worthy to lead my people, there is going to be a change; I am beginning to see two
presidents before 2020

Here is the interesting thing; let me explain this to you what the Lord is showing…
June everything changes for this country; everything changes for this country in the
month of June, you’ll begin to see tremendous transition like you’ve never seen
before because the Lord said South Africa will be a Calendar to Africa and what he
will begin to do here in this nation will serve as a signal to what he will do in other
nations but it must begin here and it will begin here.

The Lord says Your President shall no longer rain for I have determined it, I have
said it but now I have determined it… just like to was when I determined it that the
son of Nebuchadnezzar shall not longer rule in the Kingdom Babylon when I sent
forth my hand to write on the walls
And it is said that you Kingdom has been weight and be numbered; and it has been
found wanting in the scale therefore the Lord is saying he shall be no more

Two things will happen; he will either have to step down or he will die out. Why is
the Lord saying this about this man? It’s for one reason only; he has played Jesus for
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a FOOL, he has publicly proclaimed it and privately denounced it_ and God looks at
the heart.

June everything changes and I began to see almost like there is going to be a
woman being president but it is not so because there will be many complications
with regards to the governance of this county and as those complications happens
the Lord has put his eye on someone else;. I saw him as we were praying on a high
mountain with a bible in his hand and the Lord said “I have chosen him for he will
bear forth my name in this country” and it is not going to be an easy transition
because the country will not accept the change; because of that you will begin to
see a lot of lawlessness beginning to arise. The Lord says

“it’s all part of the

change” because the Lord is preparing a platform for the Body of Christ to rain in
this nation.

You’ll begin to see services being held in Parliament; parliament will begin to call
Men of God
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Watchmen Arise
26 FEBRUARY 2017

Thus says the Lord I am bringing a change in this nation that has been deeply
ingrained in the foundations of this nation, and yea I am beginning to shake the
foundations on which this nation is established both spiritually and naturally. You
will begin to see those changes, unusual weather patterns that will begin to hover
over this nation says the Lord, but yes know that I am working, know that I am doing
that I purposed to do. I see says the Lord raising from the North the enemy and his
host coming to set their establishments on the nation, but the Lord is saying I will
put a stop to it only if my people will pray, if my people will seek my face if they
shall not do the enemy will seem to prevail, and the pains and the sufferings of
yesteryears will be made to look like child’s play, yes terrible and great shall be the
pain and yes I will hold the blood shed that will come upon this land to my church
because they have not sort my face, because the watchman has not sounded the
alarm; sound the alarm in the spirit says the Lord and I will sand my mighty angels
and they will begin to set hedges of protection around this nation. I will make South
Africa lose its respect among the nations I am humbling her that she may know that
I am God.
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Deeper Realms of the Spirit
01 MAY 2017

You thought you have seen but you have seen nothing, you thought you have heard
but you heard nothing still, you thought you have experienced but that was just a
shallow waters in my Spirit but now even as the Angel let Ezekiel through the
deeper and deeper levels of the river now I am moving you says the Spirit of God.
Yes it will begin on an ankle deep but it will move to knee deep then it will move to
waist deep says the Spirit of God; if you would be faithful enough it’ll move in such
a place and in such a realm where you’ll not be able to walk in the river anymore,
you’ll not be able to crawl in the river anymore, you’ll not be even able to swim in
the river anymore but you will be carried by the waters says the Spirit of the Lord
and YES this waters will carry you right into the belly of God, right into the realms of
God, right into the bosom of the Father.

And YES there is a place prepared for you says God, right in the bosom of the
Father for I have said even unto you and even while I still walked this earth that I will
go prepare a place for you, a place prepared in side. Have you not seen even in my
presence, even in my Kingdom there are no creatures that are inside me except
those whom I’ve went to prepare a place for, the elders are outside also the
creatures but it is only those whom a place was prepared for; this are the one I’ve
washed by my blood and sanctified by my Spirit. Yes says the Spirit of God, if you
would seek me with open hearts I will give you a heart to know me and a heart to
know me in ways which the prophets of old didn’t know me, a heart to know me in
ways which the Apostles of old didn’t know me: for you are a new breed my people
specially chosen and selected for this end times says the Lord.

If you would do even as my prophet have commanded and instructed, I will begin
to manifest and move among you in ways you did not think; and you shall see, you
shall experience what your Spirit have been desiring for all this years and you shall
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see, hear and experience what your Soul and your heart have been longing after. In
a day says God there shall be change and transformation, seek on and follow on
then you shall know: I will come upon you even as the forma and the latter rain says
God, and today I stand in the air shearing forth my rays of light_ Receive them for
this light shafts will cause you to move higher and higher, deeper and deeper until
you have reached the length, breath and height of God.

There are even some of you here says the Lord whom I am speaking to right now in
your Spirits, I am already telling you what you should do, I am already giving you
instructions of what you should do this next 30 days, where you should not go, what
you should write and what you should read says God and if you would be faithful in
doing that; I will promote you. I will show you that I am in your mist and all man
shall know that I am in your mist says the Lord, there is a glory; the glory of the Lord
being ushered forth even by the Angels of God. I see even now one of the
creatures before God.

The Lord says even as I see now, I see seraphim descending and the Lord says if
you would seek me and if you would follow on to know me says God even this
Seraphim shall bring upon you a cleansing fire, a Holy fire that shall consume your
whole being and Soul until you become another man; you will ask how did this
happen? Didn’t you read in ISAIAH chapter 6 when Isaiah saw; one of the seraphim
taking a coal life from the altar full of fire and He placed it upon His throat; that
means He ate it and He will give you things to eat in the Spirit, that will begin to
cleanse you and transform even the way you think. Seek me, seek me; I say wait,
wait don’t move an inch says the Lord and I will manifest in a way you thought I
could not before then you will know that I am the Lord, the Father even your
creator.

The enemy is coming even now He is standing alert waiting to strike, tempt and
sway you but I give you counsel and inside now; if you would resist Him He will flee
from you so even as I said resist the Devil and He shall flee from your sight, do not
be moved when He comes throwing thoughts at you, just laugh at Him then He will
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get irritated and He’ll try more and more to throw rivalling thoughts but continue to
laugh and He will flee therefore lose power over you and the Angels will come to lift
you up to the cords of God; you shall have communion with the saints and the
Angels, and you’ll get over the realms of the Spirit and not only will the Father of
Spirits communicate unto you but you will see the Angels communicating unto you,
you’ll see the elders communicating unto you, you’ll see the creatures
communicating unto you even elderly saints communicating unto you, the saints of
old who walked the streets of Jerusalem and manifesting themselves unto the
people of that city, they’ll begin to talk to you what I have planned and what I have
been doing even in the Spirit. For the Spirit have been continuing to be progressive
and active even when you were not aware says God but YEA this elders and saints
will communicate to you the mysteries of God and you’ll begin to see deeper, you’ll
hear things which my Apostle Paul could not articulate but if you will be obedient
and seek me I will even by my own power and strength cause you to articulate and
communicate this things but be careful says God not to share this secrets that I will
give to you with anyone for many and most will be dull of hearing, learn to keep the
secrets of the Lord; let the fear of God come upon you. Some of the things I will tell
you will be between me and you says God, hold them in, and hold them in if you do
not understand I have already given you one who will be able to decipher and able
to articulate them properly to you: the Holy Spirit.

If the Holy Spirit will not be heard by you says God, I will bring the understanding
even to your man of God; He shall see, He shall hear and He shall understand for
understanding shall be given unto Him. There is an Angel for revelation I’m
assigning to each and every one of you says the Lord, be open, sensitive and
attentive. For this is the revelation of Jesus Christ whom God gave to show unto His
servant, for He sent and sanctified it by His Angel unto His servant.

If the clouds be full of rain they empty themselves, begin to fill the clouds of prayer
and worship until they empty themselves out with an out pouring and out pouring
of my Spirit. There is a measure that I am bringing that I’ve not brought before, a
higher degree of power. Have you not noticed when Jacob saw in a dream the
leader which was reached out to Heaven? He could not clime it, what is the leader
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given for? It is given that one may clime and YES even those ladders will be set on
different places, in your hour of prayer you’ll be able to climb those ladders to the
place where the Lord God stands and He’ll talk & show you the pattern and blue
prints of your life.
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The Open Door in Heaven
02 MAY 2017

The Spiritual realm is open unto you, I have made it so for I have went up to the
highest of realms to prepare a quarter for you. The veil have been open even when
I hanged on the cross, it is written even in my word that the veil was torn from top
to bottom and the way to the most Holy was open if only you would heed to my
word, if only my word would enter you and you would move in with faith not by
your feelings or how your senses perceive but NO says God, you’ll not be able to
enter the Spirit by your feeling for I said the Just shall walk by faith. If you would
exercise your faith, act out your faith and walk on in the Spirit in faith you’ll get to a
realm where faith is not only operational but it is surpassed by the laws of the Spirit
of light, but you must first start somewhere says God.

Listen, listen to my word for the coming of my word brings faith and YES when faith
is being built in you then you’ll know even as it is written in my word: by faith they
understood that the worlds were framed by the words of God and YES by faith they
could understand the different dimensions of the Spiritual realm. The Spiritual realm
is real and that is the Home which you were called, if you would desire even
through my word and even by faith, by faith. Faith is the key my people, faith is the
key to move on into higher realms of my Spirit. By faith even now if you can act
upon your faith you’ll step upon the waters, I said to Peter come and He came
because He responded to my word and now I am calling you come up here, come
up here; respond to the word says God and you will be caught up into the realms of
God.

Even as I speak let my Spirit enter you says God like it entered the seventy elders
that were standing before me as I spoke to my servant Moses, as I spoke I took off
His Spirit because of my speech and my Spirit rested upon them. If you would do
the same as you hear this words, my Spirit will enter you and you’ll be caught up to
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the realms of God for that’s where you belong, that’s where the mysteries of God
are shared, that’s where the plans of God are shared and that where I can do what I
want to do with you says the Lord. I cannot do what I want to do with you while
you’re still in the natural, while you’re still operating by your senses, while you are
still operating in the physical NO it cannot happen that way; for the things of the
Spirit are foolishness to the natural mind, I can only do that when you’re out to the
realm of my Spirit then change can happen, then transfiguration and transformation
can happen.

I have assigned that in my word, through my word and by my Spirit you will move
forward. Have I not said says the Lord that he who has an ear let Him hear? Why did
I say that and why did I tell you that He who has an ear let Him hear what the Spirit
is saying? It is because of the saying of the Spirit that you are where I am, that you
are caught up to where I am, hear me, hear me and by faith move on, jump says
God jump into the Spirit for the word is being given: jump, jump, jump by faith; for
the word has been given. Now you can step on into the supernatural and into the
spirit, now, now jump says the Spirit by faith, by faith, by faith, by faith says God.

God is calling us and they that have an ear to hear what the Spirit of God is saying
must respond, must respond in faith, must respond in boldness and must respond
in the administration which the Spirit of God is bringing forth. We must respond
Lord just like Peter responded to your word we must respond for at thy word we will
respond, we have heard your word. The voice which spoke unto me as of the first
trumpet in the Spirit saying come up here and I shall show you things which must
take place, and immediately was in the Spirit; it was become of faith the He can
move in the Spirit as such speed says the Lord.
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Coming Changes
09 MAY 2017

Walk in my ways and know my paths, I will assign a cherub, a seraph and an elder to
be part of this Ministry and be part of the priesthood service that this Ministry is
doing unto me but there are conditions you must meet first. I long and desire to
rest my glory permanently with you; I love you and I’ve seen you. Pray and worship,
pray and worship, pray and worship for the Evil one have sort to destroy you but I
have kept all of you, in my hand none of you can be removed though He has tried
but He has failed. From this day a new layer is added to you, an ark of protection
that marks you forever as my own; I have seen you and I’ve considered you and I
have decided to make you my own forever, walk in my ways, walk in the path I have
prepared for you. Chosen vessels, Holy vessels, righteous vessels and my own
jewels with you I will bring about a dividing line between those who are mine and
those who are not mine, those who serve me and those who do not serve me. Do
not walk in the ways of the world but follow on after my Spirit, it’ll be hard and
difficult at first but it will become easier and easier as you learn the art of remaining
in me because it is an art to remain in me and you must learn it.

I have specially chosen you even the Angels and the Saints know how much I love
you, because I talk about this Church so much in Heaven; I talk about how this
people love me in the Heavenly places. Some of them come occasionally to visit
you but even though your Spiritual eyes are closed from seeing them, they come
and hear the testimony I bear of you. My own Children, I will walk among you, I will
talk among you and you will know me. You will begin to see many and many people
coming, something will be pulling them but they will not know what that this is. Do
not look at this four walls, you are more than what you could imagine and at the
appointed time I will elevate you to the hill I’ve promised you; a city set upon a hill
where it cannot be hidden, you shall be that but in the Spirit you are already
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building high. Do not fret when you see as though there is no growth, I am more
pleased of your love, your faithfulness and of your affection.

You are my own, you are my own, you are my own some of you are worried because
there hasn’t been a manifestation of physical and material blessings; I have blessed
you beyond what you can ever imagine. Do not focus on the outward but look
inside then you will see how much I’ve increased you; I will add the natural things on
you because I desire that you live and be happy therefore I will but do not focus on
those things. Now I am asking whom shall I send, who shall go to the broken? Who
shall go to the afflicted? Who shall tell the rejected that I love them? Who shall tell
the blind that there is light? Who shall remove many from the powers of darkness to
the power of God? Whom shall I send? Will you go for me? From today my whisper
in your Spirit is becoming Stronger and you will hear me much clearer than ever
before.

Hearing is much important than seeing, because it is hearing that produces a seed,
when you hear my word it comes with visions and as those whispers becomes
clearer your Spiritual eyes will open then you will see into the realms of my Spirit. I
see that you’ve been praying for the gifts of the Spirit, it is noted before my
presence and your advocate the Holy Spirit have been advocating on your behalf
that I should give you. My word says desire, seek and pursue the best gifts; which
one shall I give you? Which one shall I give you? no, I will give you all of them and
they will operate according to the demand of the occasion, if you would be bold
and listen to my Spirit you’ll be let and not follow any strange voice.

Holiness unto the Lord my people; many of my people do not know and do not
understand holiness but I am calling you to a life of holiness, can you be a Holy
nation unto me? Holy people?

Now into the future
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Let us begin with your nation; Satan has desired to enthrone Himself in this nation
because for a long time I have been plowing in this nation therefore He has used
anger, bitterness and unforgivenes to entrench this nation under his control. This is
the reason there was apartheid and internal conflicts among races, and it is
happening again because He wants to enthrone Himself but it will not happen
because there has been war going on: my Angels against his Angels but even as
you have been praying the angels have got a lot of ground. There will be an over
flow, it’ll seem like Evil is increasing but NO that is the sign that you have won.

There is a change in governance, I have said it for some time but now you will begin
to see it manifest even before June and into June. There is a change of power and
authority, the authority that was will be no more therefore the authority that will be
now shall be the authority of Jehovah; this is where my Church will begin to rule and
reign in the Spirit. My Church will be the voice of the nation but before that they’ll
be many tears and sorrow but then those who know their God will rejoice.

Now let us go up north to Africa
Egypt will be attacked in the next three months and when that happens you’ll begin
to see nation’s neighbouring around Egypt begin to be afraid, you may ask why
they’re attacked? Don’t you know that African civilisation began there? It is a sign
that now the Lord has remembered and now the Lord is acting; the mighty one of
Israel just like He did in the old when He let them out.
Great terror shall grip the United States of America, I will bring him to his knees; He
had thought that he is strong but now I’m bringing Him to his knees and He will beg
me to help Him. A nation weaker than Him will bring Him to his knees, watch it,
watch it, and watch it that nation will make the job easier for Russia. It will built up
even as the cold war in Germany and Russia continues. And for a time I will allow
the United Kingdom to be strong but not for very long, I see a strong arm of iron
coming from the east of the United Kingdom giving you a big blow and it will not
be nice; many will lose their lives but all of those is because I am shaking and all
eyes will be on me. Men and women everywhere will now turn to the sky’s and cry
out to the God of Heaven, they will no longer look to the God of wood, the God of
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stone, the God of silver nor the God of the waters but they’ll look to the God of
Heaven and this shall be Africans last hope that when she cries out to me then in my
light I will come.

There is a nation that I am particularly interested in around Africa: Sierra Léon, a
nation that has suffered pain, great hurt and now it has been left to its misery but
watch the gospel increasing and hope shall return. The winds are blowing, the
winds of the Spirit are blowing and all this is preparation. Death in parliament, death
in parliament, death in parliament and I see headlines all over the news: death in
parliament. It is not yet confirmed they say but there is death in parliament, watch
for this are signs. {name truncated} I’m calling you home, you have done your path,
you have played your role and now its time to enter into rest and your works shall
follow you; they have not been fully pleasing but they have received commendation
from my Father therefore come home, you will serve as a sign for the transition,
come home, come home, set your house in order because I am calling you home.
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The Spirit of Prosperity
14 MAY 2017

The Spirit of the Lord is saying tell them that I can change their destinies, I can make
up all the years they’ve lost, and He is saying I am God: is there anything too hard
for me?
Time and time again I’ve spoken through the voice of my Prophets, through my
word and through the voice of my Apostles in bible days and in your modern times.
Now as I am showing you what will begin to happen, no longer shall be a delay
between the timeline of the Spirit and the timeline of the natural world, for a short
time whatever I shall show you in the Spirit shall happen almost instantaneously
sometimes in two days it’ll happen because this are the day where I am doing a
quick work and cutting it short in righteousness says the Lord. You are the vessels
I’ve chosen and prepared for this work; I see even now an angel with a basket and
this angel is saying unto me look, look, look inside and as I look inside I say NO! I
don’t see anything but he is saying look, look, look inside and all of a sudden I see
within that basket there is a path was reaching deep and deep.

The angel is says unto me this is the way into the storehouse of wealth and as I look
a light is coming out from that very pathway and behold as I am looking it is
becoming brighter and brighter like liquid gold; as it is rising the angel is saying
unto me When this gold reach the brim of this basket then there shall be an
overflow of wealth to my people, I am giving my people Wisdom and Skill like the
skill of Bezaleel and upon Him even rested the Spirit of God for Wisdom and Skill,
and upon the artisans as well. This is that same Wisdom that will cause my people
to inherit wealth and great substance, they will not need to work hard for it because
it has already been laid down. I have made provision for my people says the Spirit
of the Lord; you ask how? I have allowed says the Lord wicked to hip up wealth for
you and now it the time that I am taking it from their hands then give it to you that
my gospel might spread.
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I see the Spirit of prosperity resting upon Churches where the word of God is the
foundation and even as it rests I see light coming upon the people for whom wealth
is designated; and the people suddenly have favour and the grace to do the job. I
see them mostly entering banks and they offer then 3 times, 7 times much more
than they’re asking; it is the favour of the Lord. I shall bring out my people out of
the world with great substance, great substance, and great substance. This shall be
the word frequent in your mouth: great substance, great substance when you will
look all over your storehouses you’ll see only great substance, great substance and
this word shall always be on your lips and you shall declare even to those who
doesn’t have substance; thy that have not shall have and thy that have shall have
more abound says the Lord. It is the realm of plenty, it is the realm of more than
enough. The realm of more than enough is a realm where by you not only have but
you more than have; a super abounding surplus, you ask how? Have I not said look
and see if I will not open the pipeline of Heaven and pour you out a blessing such
that you will not have room enough to contain?

It is a realm of abundance, remember says the Lord the woman and the oil? The oil
never ran out until the season of famine was over, so shall it be today; the oil in your
financial life shall not run dry. Some of you are asking: How do I walk in this realm?
You only need to believe and be open to the guidance of my Spirit, when I tell you
to do something; do it. I will test you in the little things, if you would be faithful it’ll
come unto you in a way and measure you didn’t expect. I’ve said it in my word that
the plowman will overtake the reaper. This is a season of instant harvesting where
you will sow then receive instantaneously. Why am I saying this, you may ask; it is
the way and the time the Spirit of prosperity is being released. The blessings of God
will overtake you and you will rejoice, remember Him that has needs and give unto
Him. If you would listen to my voice says the Lord you’ll notice; they’ll be no lack.
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Visitations of the Lord [given at 31 day prayer summit]
22 MAY 2017

I will appear to you even in the night times and even in the early hours of the
morning, like a deer lift up your ears to hear when I call. Suddenly I shall come and I
shall show myself to thee, I have appointed this last 9 days to visit you, to teach you
and talk to you that you may know me not only as your Lord but as a companion
and as well your bridegroom. I desire to bring you to that realm of relationship and I
will do it by my power; you don’t have to struggle and think how it will happen but
just flow with my Spirit and you will see, experience and hear. To some of you I will
answer questions you had for many years in your hearts because I know them
therefore I will give you the answers; be ready and prepared for thy bridegroom is
coming even in the midnight hours. Didn’t you read in my word where at the
midnight there was a voice that cried out saying the bridegroom has come? And the
wise virgins woke up to meet the bridegroom, it shall be so and you will hear my
voice even in the night watches then it shall call you saying come, come, come for
your bridegroom is here and we will dine together and commune together then you
will know in a deeper way how much I love you and how much I care for you.
I have seen in the past 20 days even that you have done the previous years; I’ve
seen that you love me even though you cannot express it the way your heart feels. I
know and I’ve seen, even your presence here has shown me therefore this will be a
gift from me to you and you will know at that day, at that time and at that moment
how much I love you and how deep my affection is for you because I love you with
an everlasting love. I will also give you a heart to know me deeper than you have
known me and deeper than you have understood me; you shall see a side of me
that very few have ever gotten to see and you shall know that I love you.
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The Churches in the Houses and Streets
15 JUNE 2017

The Churches in the houses will be more than the Churches in the buildings
because there is a change of the operation of my Spirit; as I have moved I will move
yet once again. They have thought that my Kingdom is weak and quite but there is
a shock and a surprise, for there will be a swiping and an awakening of the power
and the Kingdom of Christ then they will see the authority, power and dominion.
This is not a kingdom that is weak and worn-out but it is a Kingdom that rules and
now the Church will go and spread. The Churches in the houses and the churches
on the streets will be more than the Churches in the buildings.
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The Body of Christ and the Name
09 JULY 2017

Now is the time for my people to rise says the Lord, now is the time for my people
for walk in victory. For a while the heel of the enemy has seemed to bruise my
people but now I shall cause them to bruise his heels because this are my saints’
ones who have been given power to rule in my name. Now is the time for the body
of Christ to take ahold of the name that has been given; the name above all other
names. Now it is the time for the body of Christ to take ahold of that name and go
forth to will its authority and power against the forces of darkness and evil. The
forces that have tried to rule over the will of men, the forces that have tried to rule
over families and nations but NO! It is time when the knowledge of the name and
the knowledge of the power of the name shall begin to spread.

When that knowledge spread many shall rejoice and walk on in victory, and they
shall rejoice in their victory, this is the victory they would’ve had a long time before;
purchased and accessed for them says the Spirit of God. Now it is the time to rise,
now it is the time to rise because now you’ve learned and known of your enemy,
now it is the time to set him in his place. I have said in my word ‘Resist the devil and
he shall flee’ Resist him in your body, resist him in your mind and resist him in your
affairs, He will not only flee but he’ll flee in terror says the Spirit of God. It is time to
rise!
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Heaven Invading Earth
02 AUGUST 2017

My Children do not think that I do not hear because unto the prayers of the saints I
bend down my ear to listen and from Heaven I answer you. Do not think I’ve not
seen your ways and actions that you have done in place and in the stead of the
authority that I’ve given you. Do not think that your prayers have went unanswered
because I’ve answered them, the word has went forth issuing forth the command
that all that you have asked be granted unto you. You will begin to see and hear
changes even in the news says the Lord, you’ll begin to see exposure of those that
have enacted in ways of corruption and ways that have oppressed your nation. I say
unto you says the Spirit of God, in the next weeks and in the next day’s you’ll hear
and see in the news the changes to the prayers and intercessions you’ve asked of
me. I have heard and I’ve answered, my angels have been at work even up until
now. My angels have been dispersed all over says the Spirit of God, and you will
see it in parliament, you will see it in the economy and even in the restitution and
reformation of the social statute of the lives of men.

There is an awakening, I see in the awakening in the horizon it is an awakening of
the true Church of God. Many are awaking from their slumber and they’re hearing
the voice of the Lord and they are also seeing what the Spirit of God is doing. Many
have been blinded from the way of the Gospel, but now they are beginning to see
and the light is beginning to don. From the horizon I see the light of God invading
the government, politicians, houses even schools and Churches. I see the light of
God penetrating and invading even houses of commerce says the Lord, and I will
do this things says the Spirit of God.
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I am moving once again in the Churches, speaking and showing says the Lord and
those whose Spirits are open to me shall hear and see. I will quicken in a moment of
time the spiritual senses, were my people will be able to hear more on what’s
happening in the realm of the Spirit than they are in the natural world. Many of my
people have walked on according to their senses and lived according to what has
been given them in this world, but not anymore says the Lord because I am raising
my bride, raising my Kingdom says the Lord. I am establishing my Kingdom right
where you live and you will begin to feel the impact of the Kingdom of God, the
Kingdom of God is here; the rock of the ages. This rock shall supplant and destroy
every Kingdom that is against it, this is the rock of Christ and the rock of the ages.

I see the establishment of the Kingdom and the people of the Kingdom are raising,
the power is given unto them and with words they shall rule and with words they
shall reign. The glooming darkness shall give way to the light of God, the darkness
that have ruled shall give way to the light of God. You are the light says the Lord
and this darkness shall not overwhelm you, in the mist of darkness do not fear and
when darkness seems to rise against you do not fear either because the light in you
shall rise; this is the light of Christ- the light of the word of God. You shall dominate
and trend upon scorpions; those who set themselves to rule over the people shall
not anymore.
There is a voice raising and I hear it. This is the voice of the name, the name that
has all rule and power, the name that has all dominion and authority, it is a name
that different nationalities and age will go forth declaring. Many shall be delivered
and I see a greater vision of the days of the acts of the Apostle and you shall begin
to witness it, all the works and demonstration that have been seen and witnessed in
the days of the Apostles and the book of the Acts of the Apostles shall now in this
time be restored, but in a greater measure; not in a 10th of fold but in a 100 fold
says the Lord.

They shall see and not be able to deny because He that sits in the Heavens have
laughed at their works and schemes, but now the plans of God are prevailing. The
scroll of God has been opened and the plans and purposes of God for this world
has been opened. And who is that nation that has prayed? Who is that nation that
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sought my face? And those scrolls shall be open first says the Lord and you shall see
a great outpouring of the Spirit, it shall be like a wild fire and righteousness shall be
established in certain nations but in certain nations there shall be darkness and
feather lawlessness. I see it! Like a great cloud of darkness hanging over nations,
but there is hope! If only men and women would stand on the gab and set hedge
for this nations, I shall hear and send forth help from Heaven and this shall be the
help of the mighty angels of God.

I see terror and wars! I see death and bloodshed! I see men and women crying in
the streets, buildings destroyed and demolished. I see pain and suffering, before
this year ends there will be many tears and sorrow. I see people lying in the streets,
but I also see reformation and restoration. I see joy and victory, where will this
victory be found? It will be found in praying places, it will be found in worshiping
places. I see also supernatural deliverances, while many would be crying many will
rejoice. Where will you be? Will you rejoice or you’ll be crying. Those who hold fast
to my word will rejoice and walk on in victory, they will laugh at the face of the
works of the devil.
This is the time of the reign of the Church, this is the time of the reign of the body
of Christ and I see many wolves being exposed and arrested. I see confusion in
Churches, for what did you think? Did you think I came to bring peace in the earth?
NO, I came to bring the sword and I see that sword being wielded; being wielded
in Churches and there shall be division, one side will believe this and the other will
believe that, but the sword will make truth and it shall be realized. Many shall turn
from their devious ways and deception shall leave many then light shall come. I see
many turning from the ways of darkness and destruction, I see them walking in the
path of truth.

I see many coming to light, I see even many from the religions of the world coming
to Jesus. And the rulers of this world are coming to nothing, when you see them
increasing in strength know that they are being weakened even more. God is
coming back in the schools, He is coming back in parliament and I hear the voice of
the Lord in nation getting louder and louder; many are listening and many are
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believing. Jesus will be on the lips of many; some in criticism and other in
bewilderment.

Jesus will be talked of towns and talked of cities, instead of governments and
politicians discussing legislations and policies they’d be discussing Jesus.
We invite you in this nation once again, we secure the destiny of this nation. Jesus
you are enthroned again, you are declared King over this nation therefore we
reassign the places of darkness into Gods’ derestriction and reign.

In days, in weeks, and in months it shall all unfold says the Spirit of God. There is an
intrusion of Heaven into earth, an intrusion of the Spirit into the natural. I have said
it, but now I say it again because it is so and it shall be more in manifestation says
the Lord. This shall be the invading of Heaven like it happened in the days Babylon
and in the days of King Nebuchadnezzar and the days of his son…
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The Calling of the Spirit
06 AUGUST 2017

Many I’ve called but they have not heeded the call, they’ve went on doing that
which they’ve decided and desired to do; that which I have not planned and
purposed for them. As time went by the voice become little and little until they
could hear it no more, the desires of this world and cares for other things have
entered in; choking the word. This is the reason they pray saying ‘God guide me’
and I am unable to do so even though I want to! There are many things in their
hearts that are keeping them from doing my will, and the most primary and high
thing is the desire to do whatever they love and pleases them, but I don’t wish that
for them because everybody that has went in the direction that their hearts desires
went has not ended well.

Look at Satan! Look at Lucifer! He fall because He wanted to follow his heart, but
those who would submit themselves and subject themselves to the righteousness of
God will be guided by my Spirit. It is written and it is said:
‘For as many as are let by my Spirit this are the sons of God’
This world is waiting for the manifestation of men and women who are led by my
Spirit, guided and ruled by my Spirit. Who are they and who are this? This are the
ones that will liberate creation, this are the ones who will do the works of the Father
and this are the ones that will bring glory unto God. Yes the time is short, even at
the door for it is written:
‘While you look at the blossom of the fig tree know that the end it is near, even at
the door’

Now I am calling forth my people, those who can hear my voice and those who can
follow my Spirit to rise up and shake themselves up. The light of the word will don
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and my Spirit will open their eyes and their ears then they shall see and hear thus
says the Lord, they shall begin to go forth wherever I guide them and they shall be
in such a place and in that place doing the works which I’ve called them to do. This
is the time even as it has been said in my word that the glorious Church shall rise,
and the glorious Church is rising says the Lord!

The glorious Church is in the wilderness at this moment as the children of Israel
were in the wilderness. I am preparing them says the Lord! I am beautifying them
says the Lord! And I am glorifying them says the Lord, when I’ve glorified them
they’ll then go forth do works beyond human comprehension because I shall have
anointed them as I’ve anointed my Holy one. Whom I’ve anointed with the Holy
Spirit and with power, who went about doing good and healing those who were
oppressed by the Devil. Can I anoint you says the Lord? Can I anoint you says the
Lord? Will you do those things which I’ve asked you to do?

I am speaking in this time, not only here but all over the world- in places where my
voice can be heard and in places where my presence can be heard. I am speaking
and guiding men then there shall be unification of the body of Christ all over the
world. In this time it shall be there, though it seems like it shall happen it shall be
there and now it is closer than ever before. The love for Jesus and the love for the
Father shall bring us together, for this the world shall know that thou are my
disciples if thou love one another.

Walk in love and fulfil the commandments of love, love one another and you’ll
begin to enter into a glory of oneness and thou shall be one even as my Father and
I are one says the Lord! Then I shall fully dwell in you and together will usher in the
new age- the age of the lamp, the age of the reign of the son of God. Before this
age is completed you will witness the complete subjugation of all satanic authority,
until the one on top will be my bride because it has been said of the old that you
are the head and not the tail.
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Can I lead you? Can I anoint you? Can I show you that which I’ve planned and can I
do it with you? Let my Spirit rise until the Spirit of dominion affects every area of
your life says the Spirit of God, this is the time and this is the day of the glorious
Church. The glorious Church shall arise, the glorious Church shall be seen and the
glorious church shall be made known. This are the remnant that will go everywhere
with the sound and power of the name, and they will use that name to liberate men,
they will use that name to pull down strong holds, they will use that name to shape
governments and nations, they will use that name to even affect the political
scheme and they will use that name to change the social scene of their nation even
the economical scene.

They shall be one authority-the rock! And the stones which He has anointed. It is
time to rise! It is time to awaken therefore put on the full armour of God; put on
truth, put on righteousness, put on faith and put on the sword of the Spirit then go
forth and reassign the desolate heritages. I have respect for the covenant and I
know that the dark places of the earth are filled with the habitations of cruelty, but
you can reassign them. Preach my Gospel, preach my word and let it be known
because I’ve said this Gospel shall be preached to each and every nation then the
end shall come. Those whom I’ve called says the Lord, there is a greater measure as
it were. A greater measure of power and of the anointing that shall operate in them
then you shall begin to see everything that has been in the Act of the Apostles says
the Lord, even when Philippi was caught away.

I see many men and women all over the earth being caught away; supernaturally
transported to places where they’ll minister the word of God! Many would wonder
how that is possible because in one moment they’ll be in this place saying this and
in the next moment they’ll be seen in another place doing that, this shall all be by
the power of God. This is the time where I am calling forth those whom I’ve called
into the Chambers of prayer and into the Chambers of intercession, where they’ll
seek my face. This is the place where they’ll affect the course and change ties of the
history for this great move. I see this great move like a wave covering the whole
earth, and it shall not happen except it be prayed. It is there in the Spirit waiting to
be brought forth, but it can only be done by prayer and supplication.
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Everywhere there is a call for the watch men of the Lord, there is a call. I will open
their eyes then they shall see and pray; judgment shall be evicted and blessings
shall overflow. This is that time say the Lord! The chambers of prayer have been
empty, but now it is time to fill incenses that shall ascend to the Father, incenses
that shall ascend unto the ark and temple of the God in the Heavenly century. When
those incenses shall be received they’ll be mixed forth upon thee alter of God, and
the incense shall be yet again be poured down upon the earth. There shall be
rumblings and lightning’s because the glory of the Lord must spread, and how shall
it spread if vessels are not clean? How shall it spread if the vessels do not take time
to seek my face? How shall it come when the elect do not enter into the Holy of
Holies to receive divine insight and secrets? How shall it spread? How shall it
spread? I sot for a man who would stand in the gab.

There are cities that in a day would be destroyed if you would not pray. The world is
entering into the battle of nuclear power says the Lord! I hear the Spirit say Kim
Jong wu is ready to launch and when it does that there will be great calamity. Pray
for North Korea, but more pray for South Korea because it will be affected. I see
China rising like a dragon!

I sot for a man who would stand in the gab that I might not judge and calamity
might not spread in the earth. I am still seeking says the Lord! Who are those who
would answer the call? The call has went out and the alarm has sounded, answer the
call! Answer the call! Answer the call! And judgment will be averted just as I said. I
said to my servant Abraham that if I shall find 10 people in the city I shall not
destroy the city, on the account of the elect it shall be averted if only they pray.
Even if I would’ve found one in that city I would not have destroyed it, but He
stopped too soon and there were fewer than 10 who were righteous that’s the
reason I destroyed the city. If you would seek me and enter into the dimensions of
prayer, in that Spirit of prayer I will hear your prayer then answer says the Lord! I will
then bring blessings instead of judgment, and prosperity instead of curse upon the
nations of this world. Pray! Pray! I am not only saying this to you, but I am saying this
too many all over the world.
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The Day of His Power
11 AUGUST 2017

The time is now where there is a restoration. A restoration of all the manifestations
of the Holy Ghost; all the works of the Master that He did when He walked upon the
earth, all the manifestation of the Holy Spirit written of in Corinthians and in the
times of the Apostles. This is the restoration moment! We are at the threshold of the
greatest move of the Spirit of God that we have ever seen. Before you will move
into the depths of that move I must first restore the power and manifestation of the
Spirit and power that was even in the books of the Prophets and the book of Moses
also in the book of Psalm. It is written:
‘In the day of thy power thy people shall be willing’

I have been looking all over for a willing people, and I think now is the time where I
have found them. People whom I can manifest my power through, whom I can
visibly show my power forth that my glory may manifest and seen. Now is the time
where the nations shall see and behold the glory of the Lord and they shall not be
able to resist it as they were not able to resist the Spirit by which my servant Steven
spoke, it shall be so even now where many ordinary men and women shall be
anointed by my Spirit and they shall go forth and speak forth with such a Wisdom
that shall be unable to be resisted.

They shall go forth in the power and in the glory of my Spirit- energised and
strengthened from within to do those works which I have called them unto. Has it
not been written?
‘And he himself gave some to be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists and
some pastors and teachers, for the equipping of the saints for the work of the
ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ, till we all come in the unity of the
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faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the measure of
the stature of the fullness of Christ’

Is that not written? Behold you shall see it where ordinary believers will begin to do
great and mighty exploits in God because the Holy Ghost in them is arising, and a
new anointing even though it is not new- it has always been there, but a restoration
of that anointing will be manifested in a greater measure, that inward anointing will
begin to teach them. It will begin to teach them how to do and work miracles, it’ll
begin to teach them how to work the works of Jesus and they shall go forth and do
it, and they shall be bold not fearing anything.

Boldness shall come upon them like a boldness of a lion and they shall go forth
doing mighty works. You will begin at this time to see the creative miracle workings
of the Spirit of God displayed in many Churches. I have said it before, but now I am
saying it again because the time is near and I am saying it so that you can prepare
yourselves says the Lord!

Many men without hands and legs were brought to Jesus and He healed them all,
you will begin to see that, you’ll begin to see men and women coming to your
services, men and women who did not have eyes, fingers, legs and ear drams as
they sitting listening to the word suddenly the Spirit of God will manifest and right
before your eyes that leg will grow, right before your eyes that eye will pop out and
right before your eyes those hands will come out. It is one of the manifestations of
the Spirit; the workings of miracles.

There is something that you are about to witness even before this year ends; all the
vocal gifts and manifestations of the Holy Ghost in this Ministry from this day forth
will begin to manifest in a greater measure such that there will be no service where
there will not be a manifestation, even as the service continues one shall speak forth
in a tongue and another shall interpret what thou says the Lord then as they speak
forth the power shall fall. As those words and revelation are given forth even those
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that are sitting nearby shall hear and shall be convicted inwardly because you shall
even be speaking in their lives concerning the matters of their hearts and secrets of
their hearts shall be revealed.

I see even in 2018 a rushing wind as it were, a wind of power and many will be
restored in the healing gifts. 2018: there will be greater grace and greater power to
do more, and I see even many Christians rising in the knowledge of God and many
going forth in the name then bringing and guaranteeing victory for many. Do not
slumber because unto you has been given light to see and trend upon those dark
places. Little by little I will bring you into it: a greater measure of the anointing and
a greater measure of the power as you yield more shall be released then you shall
enjoy and rejoice in the glory that shall manifest before thee and not only shall you
see it, but you shall also be part of it says the Lord.

You will not only see it but you shall experience it says the Lord! And many
politicians shall call upon the name of the Lord in many nations and states of the
world. They shall call upon the name of the Lord because they shall have
recognised that deliverance can only come by the arm of the Lord, when they shall
call the hand of the Lord shall stretch forth and many shall be saved. The time of the
great harvest is now, but I am counselling you says the Lord: begin to pray that
labourers be sent forth and I shall send them forth and not only that, but there shall
be rain everywhere in Ministries both large and small where my presence is
accepted.

The rain of the Spirit shall fall and many shall be healed, restored and blessed. Many
shall know the will of God then it shall unfold then they shall walk in that path,
praise the Lord! Watch now because revelation has been granted forth all over. The
places of the saints shall be the places to be in the next years. I see people even
leaving clubs and places of immorality rushing into places, houses and gatherings of
Christians. I see many even as they are about to take drinks putting them down and
being convicted because there is a Spirit of conviction that shall sweep the land.
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There is a day says the Spirit of the Lord! Were men and women will rush to
Churches what a day that will be. No room shall be in the houses of God, no room
shall be for people to see therefore many shall be sitting outside and some will
even be sitting on the roof, some will be trying to get in, but unable because of the
fullness of the people and multitude of people that shall be gathering there. The
revivals shall no longer be held in buildings says the Lord, but in open fields
because the buildings shall not be able to contain them. They shall be so many that
there will be not even one building that shall be able to contain the people, but you
will have to hold meetings outside.

In those meetings it shall be said ‘It’ll start in the morning, but it shall not be known
when it shall end’ for when it shall end it will seem as though it has been a week
even a month because time will be irrelevant as men, women and children will be
spending time in the presence and glory of God. The glory shall come down and
many in the streets shall fall into visions even as it happened in France and Paris in
those days when I used children and gave them visions of Heaven therefore I shall
do it again.

I shall do it again even as I did it in China, in the streets people will be groaning, in
the streets people will be dancing in the Spirit, in the streets people will be
laughing in the Holy Ghost and experiencing the power of God. Did you think that
Sol experienced the power of God while He was in the synagogue? NO, He was on
the road in Damascus when the light from Heaven shown and they that were with
Him fell to the ground and He heard a voice; such experiences shall happen were
the power of God shall knock people down and Jesus shall be heard in the streets
even in the public transports.

A supernatural intervention for you would have prayed. I want to tell you about what
will happen in 2018, 2019 and 2020 but it seems like they are not ready Lord
therefore this word shall be kept for such a time as they are ready to hear this, when
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they shall hear this they shall joy and rejoice because the power shall fall and they
shall rise up tall says the Lord! Then they shall know that the devil has been
defeated.

At the moment strengthen your Spirits: be in the word, give yourselves to prayer
and give yourself to the word then you will begin to see more, hear more,
understand more and experience more because all that is for you says the Lord! The
time is short and my coming is near, it is even at the doors and it is time to prepare.
You ask ‘How do I prepare?’ Pray, worship, fellowship with the Holy Ghost then your
heart shall be ready.

Greater days lay ahead and greater days of darkness lay ahead as well. Many who
are not in the light will cry for help, but help will not be granted them because at
the time when help was offered they denied and rejected it. Do not be like the
nations of the world who have ears, but they do not hear and who have eyes, but
they do not see. Have ears to hear and eyes to see, He that has an ear let him hear
what the Spirit of God is saying unto the Churches. He is speaking once again, the
voice of the Lord is growing stronger- what does that mean? It means more and
more people are hearing his voice, it means more and more people are spending
time in his presence and more and more people are waiting on Him therefore the
voice is getting stronger.

Expect to be used by God! Expect to have the manifestations of the Holy Spirit. I
said it in my word ‘Desire the best gifts’ when you shall desire in a moment of time
it shall manifest and many shall profit and many shall be helped.
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The Miraculous Everywhere
13 AUGUST 2017

Changes, changes and changes! Changes here, changes there and changes all
around. You shall see it happen in encircles then it shall happen like a mighty flood
and grass catching fire, and not many shall know what to do, but those that have
prepared shall walk on says the Lord. The power of God is yet again made manifest
in a measure that we have not known before. ‘What then we must do?’ we ask, just
ride upon the waters and let the waters carry you. They shall carry you to a place; a
place of life and joy, a place of victory and conquering, a place of hope and faith
then when you get to that place there shall be glory and you shall find out that this
is the glory land,

The place in God that was promised and you shall rejoice and desire to bring many
in and the rivers of the living waters begin to flow from your belly. You shall bring
life to many people, in the dead places of life there you shall bring life because the
rivers would have flowed in you and you will flow in the river and flow with the river
and the river will flow through you. You will do great things for the Lord and for the
Kingdom because the Lord has chosen thee to bear witness and testimony of his
name and his power. There is a wave coming, a wave of power in this nation that
has never been seen before and it will be carried forth by the faithful vessels of the
Lord, but let those vessels prepare themselves because that wave will hit churches
even prominent places.

Meetings will be carried out in malls, I see healings taking place is malls even
shopping complexes because the power is here and the Holy Ghost is ready to
move. Are you ready to move with Him? When the time comes act in boldness and
move in boldness, step on into the faith realm as Peter walked upon the water. Step
on, step on and step on then great glory shall follow. Be bold because the power is
in your mouth and the power shall be placed in your hands, and peace shall be left
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in every place were your feet tramps upon. This is what the Spirit of God is saying:
Changes, changes and changes.

Will you move with me and walk with me? Says the Lord, will you go to places I shall
send you and do things that I shall ask you to do? If you say YES, great glory awaits
you- if you say YES, great opportunity awaits you. The doors have been open and
those doors have been determined by my Spirit to be open for you and that you
should walk in them and when you shall walk in them a train of power shall follow
you.
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Word of Wisdom
20 AUGUST 2017

If you would come to a place where my word has first place in you, I will bring you
to a realm where not only shall you know about today, but you shall know about
tomorrow and I shall bring to your mind and Spirit facts regarding your life today
and the next day then you shall be able to see beyond the frames of time, to see
into the realm of the Spirit about what the Holy Ghost has determined concerning
your future and those around you. At that time the Lord shall begin to perfect that
which concerns you and it shall be perfected in a moment of time says the Lord.
Remember when I walked the earth? I brought large and many mighty miracles in a
moment of time, it was because of that realm. The realm where I am is in
operational and I will bring you into that place, but my word must have first place;
the word of God must dwell in your Spirit. I have said:
‘If you live in me [abide vitally united to me] and my words remain in you and
continue to live in your hearts, ask whatever you will, and it shall be done for you.’

This is that time and hour says the Spirit of God where not few but many shall walk
on in a greater measure and manifestation of the more. I desire to supply, I desire
to manifest and I desire to sponsor your dreams and desires but it can only came
when my word fully dwell in you. The future is before you; the future is ahead of
you, but it is now and if you would lift up your eyes and see you’ll realise that it is
now. The future is now and the glory of the Lord is resting upon thee.

Walk on in that which you have known until you know that which you shall know says
the Spirit of God. The time is now! The time is now! The word must have first place
in your life. There are some here you are at cross roads and confused but you don’t
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need to be confused says the Spirit of God, if you’d have the word inside you you’d
have light and know which steps to take. You shall know and you will know when my
word has abided in your Spirit. There are even some here asking ‘What should I do?
What must I do?’ You would know what to do if the word was inside you then you
would have insight information and know what to do.

You would not need to be confused anymore but you’d go on with confidence
knowing that you are going on the path that the word had shined light upon says
the Spirit of God. There are some here who have been straggling even in your
health, but there is no need says the Spirit of God. Do you not know that it is
written?
‘And if the Spirit of Him Who raised up Jesus from the dead dwells in you, [then] He
Who raised up Christ Jesus from the dead will also restore to life your mortal (shortlived, perishable) bodies through His Spirit Who dwells in you.’

What about those who are straggling in their finances says the Spirit of God? Do
you not know that I fed people of the children of Israel with manna for forty years?
Says the Spirit of God. Do you not know that I fed the four thousand and the five
thousand people with five fishes and loaves? They were many and much more than
what the bread and the fish could naturally supply but I fed them all. I am the Lord
of the surplus and if you’d walk in faith and do that which has been said in my word
you will operate in the realm of faith where finances will begin to come to you
because there is no money in Heaven says the Spirit of God!

All the money you’ll ever need is on earth and inside you. What should I do then
Lord? Have I not told you that in my name you shall demand things and they shall
be granted unto you? Use that name and call forth then it shall come from wherever
it is. Are you he that seeks first my kingdom and all my righteousness? Therefore it
shall be added unto you and you shall come to a place where you don’t need lack
because you used my name to take care of you.
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I give Wisdom, I give understanding and I give knowledge, and there is light in my
storehouses also provision and supply says the Spirit of God. You are wondering
how you’ll begin to take your child further on in their education, but I say to you if
you’d trust me and cast all your burden unto me, I’ll therefore take care of you. How
do you do it? You just give it all over to me and let it go then I will take care of you
because I care about you says the Lord. Stop holding the burdens on yourself says
the Spirit of God! Give them over says the Spirit of God and walk on without any
burden. I said:
‘Come unto me, all ye that labor and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest. Take
my yoke upon you, and learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall
find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my burden is light.’

I am the Lord of peace! I am the God of peace. If you’d walk on in peace you will
walk on in the dominion that Samson knew, you will walk on in the dominion that
David knew and you will walk on in the dominion that the Prophets of old knew, not
only will you walk in it but you will bring many others in that dominion. It a dominion
of the Spirit of might that goes forth to rule, dominates and exercises lordship over
the circumstances and forces of life; just like I did with the waters even the storm.
You will walk in this dominion, but peace is the entrance.
How do I get that peace? I said unto thee I give you peace not as the world does
but I give you my own peace says the Lord! If you would receive this peace it will
protect your heart from heart breaks, anxieties and worries. You do not need to
worry! What about those who need to pay their fees? I am saying unto thee: Call it
forth and it shall come, it shall not come in a small measure even not in the measure
you called it forth but it shall come more and thou shall see that I am He who
supplies all your needs according to my riches in glory in Christ your Lord.

If you would throw away the anxieties and worries then take on faith and peace
you’d witness great things. It will not take days to begin happening says the Lord, it
has been there waiting for you to step on into the realm of faith and my Spirit. It is
the realm of the miraculous where everything happens by the miracle power of
God, for then thy faith shall be established in my power and my work. Rejoice and
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be glad, when the enemy shall come like a flood I shall raise the standard. Do not
worry about your enemy: the Devil, Satan because He is defeated and without
power but you have the power and authority therefore rejoice because there is
nothing He can do that can successfully come against you.

Rejoice and be glad for the power is in your mouth and Spirit therefore stare it up
and move on higher into the glory realm. Shall I speak of the future and you not
know about it? Have you not read that the Lord does nothing except He reveals to
his servants? If you’d be my servants, spending time in my presence and waiting on
me you shall know things I am about to do in the earth even now I am about to do
certain things even in this nation. This are things never been heard of but it shall
happen and you shall hear of it even see it, many shall hear it and many shall see it
even experience it.

Good things, but not so good things! But it will pass like the wind it’ll pass. Just like
hurricane it’ll pass but it will leave a lot of disasters; buildings will be burned downit is of natural consequence; natural catastrophes but it will pass. Just like the sun
that comes out after the rain, there shall be light and glory even laughter.
Remember that the Church is rising, the Church is becoming stronger and stronger
because more knowledge is getting in to the Church and my bride is becoming
more glorious because the spots are being removed.

Be patient like a farmer that waits for the precious fruit of the earth and also waiting
for the early rain and the latter rain, now you are entering into the threshold of the
double four rain of my Spirit. It is the restoration rain and a reformative rain, it will
restore and reform. The time is now, this nation is entering into the first phase of the
revival. What shall happen in the first phase? Many prophesying will begin to take
place; true prophesying’s, just like the seven thousand Prophets that are hid! The
ones I’ve hidden will begin to rise now. They will begin to rise and prophecy ‘What
thus says the Lord’ they will prophecy as they see and hear.
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It is the first phase of the revival: True Prophets are rising; the voice of the Church.
Who is the voice of the Church? The Prophets and they are rising, I see many visions
and revelation. This is what is beginning to happen now in the first phase of this
revival and there is also the second but that will depend on how the people operate
and move in the first phase. Be faithful; every little vision and revelation that I give
unto you. Be faithful says the Spirit of God because it is like wave building up from
deep in the sea and coming into the shore, the more of the faithfulness the higher
and stronger the tight and it will build up higher and higher leading to the second
phase. What shall happen in the second phase? You will begin to see power
demonstrations; the manifestations of the Holy Ghost will be in full manifestation.
Full manifestation in Churches, believers even in the ministry gifts.

There is also a third phase I see! It is the phase of glory where glory manifestations
will begin to take place, it is beyond the normal manifestations of the Holy Ghost; it
is the glory of God. The glory of God will sweep the land, there is also the fourth
phase but not many will enter into this. Many will come buy into Heaven because
this greater phase requires a greater level of consecration, what is it? It is not glory
nor power but it is the very life of God!
This is the phase where the sons of God will bring life to every place. There is life
everywhere in this phase even some that have slept for months will begin to rise out
of nowhere, not by word but by presence. Presence of who? Presence of the sons of
God but it is a greater level of consecration. I also see the last one, this is the last
phase in this move: Total dominion. It will happen, little by little and step by step
you are leading us Holy Spirit and we give ourselves to you. I also see 2018, I see
cold wars between nations…

He that is at the height of authority in the nation before the year ends shall be
struck by the hand of God, it shall manifest as a stroke but it shall be by my hand.
Who is He? It shall all be revealed. He that has been at the height of the national
leadership of the Church in this nation shall by year end come home. Who is He? It
shall all be revealed. When that happens both on the political scene and in Church
note that you’ve entered the first phase. What are this? They are signs leading to a
place where his will can be performed.
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Somebody says What about me Lord? What about you? I have already said you are
the child of my glory, walk on in that which I have given you through my word and
by my Spirit. If you would listen in your inner rooms of your heart and inner places
of your life there you will hear my voice and my Spirit leading, guiding and directing
you then you shall come into the full measure of the grace that I have ordained for
you. Walk by the Lord and walk by the word; that’s what I am saying to you.

You have all that is necessary because I have given all unto you, only look with the
eyes of your Spirit and faith then you will see and lack shall be removed. There shall
be only fruitfulness and abundance say the Spirit of God.
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The Month of October
10 SEPTEMBER 2017

October is a month for you! This is where I will begin to open doors which I
promised to open and I will also begin to do things that I said I would do. I will not
only do them, but I will cause you to walk in those things. October is a month where
all the blessings that have been reserved for you shall be poured upon you in an
amazing way says the Spirit of God. All that you have heaped up for and towards
the year shall come to the fold, you shall see it and enjoy it even live in it says the
Spirit of God. I have determined it that this year shall be even as I have told you
before: A great year of glory for you.

The glory of God will be seen on you and you shall also see the glory of God.
October, October, October is the month of happenings. For some it is the
beginning of the end of financial struggles and financial hardships. It is the
beginning of liberty in finances! New ways, new doors and new operations of the
Spirit. You thought that was big? Watch what’s next, watch what is about to happen
and you will walk in it galloping like a horse. Before that, there will be dogs that will
be trying to prevent you from entering in therefore close your eyes and never mind
the barking’s. Move on right in because that is the place for you, do not feel
threatened.

The best month of the year is October! The best month for 2017 for you and me is
October because this is where the game changes; the rules are changed for your
sake. I hear the Spirit of God saying this will be my gift to you. They may have said
or they many have thought that nothing of significance have happened right until
this far, but you tell them to watch until you get to October.
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It shall be the end of stagnation, it shall be the end of idling but the beginning
where the momentum of the Spirit of God shall carry you into the next phase of
glory as it were. You are in this room and this room is good, but there is a room
where there are greater things and I will move you into it says the Spirit of God. If
you would believe me I will work through you things that have not yet been known
and realised: unprecedented manifestations!
Watch until I get to October. I am bringing you into the warehouse of my blessings
and you will count the stock then rejoice
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Fruit Bearing Season
04 OCTOBER 2017

Do you not see that the trees have grown and the leaves are green? Do you not see
that it is fruit bearing season? The time has come where you are blossoming and the
beauty that has been hidden will now be seen, the glory that has been hidden will
now be seen. Do not fret winter has past, autumn leaves are far behind you and
summer has come. This is the season where the sun has risen upon you therefore
rise up, stretch out and fly. It’s a new season!

Those who mocked you and laughed at you, those who spoke against your progress
and success shall be ashamed when they see what I shall do with your life, they shall
be ashamed when they see how my power and grace has risen upon you- and taken
you from the dunghill and set you up on the Kings high way. They shall be ashamed
when they see you walking among Kings and not mere men, they shall be ashamed
when they see you walking upon the high ways of Jacob and not upon the mere
streets of ordinary men.

They shall be afraid because then they shall see my glory upon you. Many shall
come and worship me before your feet that they may learn that I have called you,
and that my hand has been upon you even some that look upon with doubt but
when they shall see the efficacy of my power that has been displayed through youthey shall all proclaim that:

‘This could not be, but by the hand of God. For we knew him to be such and such a
person but He is someone else we don’t know, how is it that He has changed and
transformed over night? NO it can only be by the power and strength of God’
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They shall wonder! Thinking how this is possible and how did this come to be? But
they shall see and know because it shall be evident, for what I have done with you
shall be seen from everywhere says the Spirit of God! From all corners of the earth it
shall be seen. Men of high and low degree will come to see and behold- and they
shall say:
‘Yea surely the half of it was not told us, for what we have seen and what was told is
two different things’
Greater glory is upon thee! And the hand of your Lord is upon thee! They shall go
back to their nation saying:
‘We have seen a man whom the glory of God is upon. How great is that glory? How
excellent is that glory?’

They shall not able to say, but they shall know without the shadow of dark that I
have spoken through you, and I have healed through you and also touched through
you. Many nations shall come to the knowledge of truth, even as I’ve told you that I
have called you to bring many from darkness to light and to turn them from the
power of Satan to the power of God that they may receive forgiveness and
inheritance among those who have received by faith.
This shall be so because this is that time and hour were I will give you utterance for
the nations, utterance to bring forth and bear my name unto the nations, says the
Spirit of God. I have chosen you to be a witness of my power and glory, to be a
foreteller of my Kingdom and its power. The equipment and the glory has been
given, the word has gone forth and it shall not return unto me void!

This is the time and this is the hour were door I have open and no men shall be able
to shut, it has been open and open forever more says the Lord. By my spirit I shall
bring you over because all this shall be done by the hand of God- all this shall be
done by the finger of God and it shall be that when it happens the Kingdom of His
Christ shall be near and even at the doors. The keys I have given unto you, the keys
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I have shown you therefore you shall go and open. You shall bind and loosen and
also reassign again the desolate places of the earth, and this land shall yet once
again be glorified.

I am assigning you an angel and he shall stand at your left hand, and ye with a scroll
on his hand and he shall utter what is written in the scroll then when you shall hear it
you shall therefore proclaim it because this shall be the word of the Lord unto a
people, nation, Kings and unto all the earth and the people whom I am sending you
to says the Lord. Be faithful and the anointing shall increase!
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Changes in Zimbabwe
12 January 2017

You will begin to see changes says the Lord; changes in area and sectors that you
never thought they would change. I am beginning to see a rise in the strength of
Zimbabwe because the circles have changed says the Lord and evil have had it time
complete in that nation but now there is a rise of the Goodness of God; for I am
seeing the full of the heard of State there it is, there it is and there it is for you shall
turn and you shall see. There is a change that is coming to that nation, I see the
Angels of the Lord dispatched to that nation and the light of the Lord is shared
abroad, strong and strong. Tell Zanu PF that their time is over, their time of
oppression has come to an end for by strong wind the Spirit of God shall move in
that nation and there will be changes almost overnight.”

“Mr. President your time has come to an end for my eyes have been set on another
though you will refuse but by my strong hand, just like I did to Pharaoh I will remove
you and then there will be a rise in the Industrial efficiency and I will bless your land;
crops shall come and spring forth and for a time there shall be stability and then
War. I am weakening South Africa that I might humble her that she might remember
who I am, for yet I am awakening the nation says the Lord and even they that have
slumbered and even they that have been darkened evils and corruption of those
who learn and have let but now they will wake up. I will weaken this nation and the
power that they have not known shall overcome them, a power that they have
thought weak shall overcome them. MR. President there is a cry that I hear; a cry of
the nation and the cry of the people of this nation, and they have cried unto me
against you and I have heard them and I have harken to them but I’ve waited for the
opportune time to strike and now is that time, I will strike says the Lord and you will
fear and you will know that I am the Lord For I will humble you in a way that many
nation will be embarrassed when they see you. I am the Lord and now I rise as a
mighty man of War to defend those who serve me, they are trying to change Laws
and system governing my Church but pray; pray that the forces of evil do not
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prevail for my word is sure that surely upon this rock I will build my church and the
gates of Hell shall not prevail but pray. As evil rises the Good of the Lord will be
manifest for there is nowhere where there is sin where grace was not there”

“Russia…Russia…Russia the bear that has devastated the nations, from the time
you were still called soviet union I have watched you and now I see you are trying to
rise; your time to re-climb the throne is terms of power in the scam of the world,
wait just a moment as I bring before you chine for the great dragon will rise. Watch
out chine is about to take over the economy of the whole world but this is a great
opportunity for those who have Wisdom and skill for there is an economic way
coming from the east; I even see India, great inventions will come from India”

“Let my people rise says the Lord, let my people rise for I have given the Wisdom
which the world doesn’t have; Wisdom that is more supreme to the Wisdom of the
world, Wisdom that makes the Wisdom of this world to be foolish_ let my people
rise, let my people spend time in the Word, let my people spend time in my prayer
and in fellowship with me, let my people spend time with my Spirit; my people must
rise. No longer should you be under the dominion of earthly rulers, under their
control for I have given you a sceptre; a sceptre that even declare that you shall rule
them with a rod of Aron because the nations have been given unto thee. I said ask
unto me and I shall give you nations and its inheritance, and the utmost part of the
earth as your possession for the earth is the Lords and the fullness of all that dwell in
it. I have told you that even if I were hungry I would not ask you for I own cattle’s
upon a thousand hills, the gold and the silver are mine says the Lord but I have
given you Wisdom to search them out. This year let my Voice guide you for I say if
you obey my voice you shall eat the good of the land, listen for my Voice…listen for
my voice says the Lord do not do things as you have done before, don’t do through
the path you have went before for I have prepared the high way of Jacob; the
heritage of Jacob for those who will walk with me. I will set them and establish them
upon high ways in the earth and upon this earth that many do not know of even the
wealthiest according to the Standards of the world have not known; my people rise_
I want to raise up Josephs, I want to raise up Solomon’s that will begin to rain and
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rule with the power of the wealth of the Kingdom for there are riches in my
Kingdom but Wisdom can only access them; wake up and rise…rise”
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Words from the Scroll
25 March 2016

[These series of Prophecies came as a result of a Strong Presence of the Prophets
anointing t and Spirit of Prophecy in the meeting. The Lords Angel came and
opened a scroll from a book in heaven. And I Read and I was shown... in them are
revelations of the future of the church, nations, and insight into what the Lord is
doing, but Like all prophecy. It is subjected to Judgement through the Word and
time. May Christ Be exalted... ]

“My People get Ready wealth, get ready for Wealth my People, says the Lord. Get
ready for Unusual Prosperity. For as the Rain cometh down upon the earth and
waters it and yes bringing forth fruits. Yea the Lord says I have caused my rain to
fall, I have caused my rain to come upon the earth. And yea the grounds that have
been thirsting, the grounds that have been waiting and have sown seeds. These are
the ones that will begin to burst forth. And yes prosperity shall be yours and you
shall be called prosperity, your names shall be prosperity. Says the Lord, for my
cities shall spread around with Prosperity says the Lord. And the Lord delights, yes
he continually delights in the Prosperity of His Servants. And this is the time says the
Lord, get ready for prosperity, hahahahahahahahahaha.. Yea the Lord Get ready all
your store houses, yea prepare, for money will flow to you. Listen, yea it is all
happening in this hour and this time. There is about to be abundance of wealth and
wellness in the Body of Christ never experienced by previous Generations. Yes, I
told you this past Sunday that the transition is beginning, says the Lord. It is now
flowing, the Wealth Is now flowing. Prepare, Prepare, Prepare. “When I brought
Food to my servant by the mouth of Ravens, he inquired not how Lord. Now behold
just as I brought food by the mouth of Birds and called forth quails by my wind. I
shall call forth prosperity by that same wind and my people shall grow in Prosperity
and my people shall grow in wealth and my people shall grow in riches. For yea, my
people shall be well, my people shall go in abundance, in health, in Blessing Restored.
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My people shall build Nations, my people shall build cities. My people shall traverse
and trample scorpions. Yea my people shall be more powerful than governments
and the nations of this world. For my people are my own and I the Lord am raising
them up. No longer shall they be under be under the hills of earth rulers. They that
have laughed and plotted against the church. Will be confounded. For I laugh at
then, their plans and strategies are void. Even as I have said In my word that he that
sits in the Heavens laughs, hahahahahahahahahaha, so I shall laugh and yea you
shall also laugh. Then your mouth shall be filled with laughter and singing when you
shall see what the Lord shall do. And yea when you see it shall be like a dream says
the Lord, it shall be real. Prepare says the Lord and be faithful. Walk before my face
perfect and humble. Yes it is coming it is coming it is coming. I speak as a prophet
of God that just like Elijah saw and said, ‘I hear the sound of the abundance of rain’,
and even so I hear the sound of the abundance of rain and the release of the
abundance of wealth and prosperity upon the people of God. Upon the Church of
Christ.

Many shall be thrive in business, business that will shake the nations, many says the
Lord shall thrive in various economic sectors, I am now giving my people the
opportunity at this moment says the Spirit, to be in positions, strategic position of
authority and influence. And yes you will see says the Lord. I begin to dethrone
those have not been faithful in office that I have set them. I shall place those whom
my favor has settled upon, whom my
hand shall also rest upon. And yet even these young ones says the Lord I will begin
to raise and they shall be tree and oaks of Righteousness, planted by the Lord, thus
the glory of the Lord shall be seen upon and through them. “My glory now rests
upon my people and behold the Glorious church arises, my people without spot or
blemish. Perfect before me. My perfect bride rises. Yes many shall be turned unto
me says the Spirit of God. And cause they that say they are Christians and not bow
before my perfect church.
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For they will see the glory of God upon thee and wonder in amazement saying who
are these and shall turn and say surely I have seen the Lord through them. This is
what they shall see says the Spirit. Now behold they that will not believe and walk
on in unbelieve, they who will walk not believing in my word, they will see this move
says the Lord but not be a part of it, some Wil die because of unbelieve, some left
out because of unbelieve, but my church is rising as an army. My church is rising
with Power and Glory and The name of Jesus Wil be exalted. His name will be
known. Some will go forth says the spirit. And as they walk the glory of God will so
manifest that even sinners will begin shaking in conviction. For yes says the Spirit.
It’s my time to move. For the Heavens have been waiting, the Angels preparing for
this move and release at this time.

Now there shall be a move of the Spirit never witnessed before. A move of the
Spirit never seen. Where you will hear of sinners even in their homes, without being
preached too, kneeling before me and surrendering in worship, for the rain is
falling. And as I have said that in the last days I will pour out my spirit, and your sons
and daughters will prophecy your young men see visions and old man dream
dreams. It is time for open vision and Dreams says the Lord. And there will be many
who will walk in and with the Spirit and prophecy, yes I will give experiences in the
Spirit, even now says the spirit. Eyes and ears and mouths and hands and legs I will
anoint says the Lord. And you will see manifestation of creative miracles, in
churches, small churches like these, many miracles of this sort shall take place. For I
shall send the blind, the lame, the deaf unto thee. And yes when they walk out from
the services and meetings they shall all walk out well and free. The Spirit is also
saying. Hear ye the Lord, I am beginning to mend and restore relationship. Between
husband and wife, between mother and children’s, relationship between father and
son. For the Spirit of Elijah is released and it shall turn back the hearts of the Father
to the children and heart of the children to the Father. And yea even the heart of
husband to the wife. Yes love shall be restored says the Lord.

“For I am moving, I am moving, I am walking in the earth just like I did in days of
Galilee. And my spirit is now ready to outpour and move. Yes and yes and yes it
shall fall like the rain. I will raise up some of you... Some called into Ministry, some
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called in different diverse strategic sectors in the world, some called to government,
some lawyers, supernaturally says the Lord. Some will become very very very
prosperous business owners. For the Anointing of Abraham, the anointing of
Joseph will rest upon them. They will handle and administrate wealth it has been
released in the Spirit. Now is the time says the Spirit. Noo more delay says the Spirit
of Wisdom. I am releasing it and they that have waited and prepared shall enjoy
and enter into the joy of the Lord. Says the Spirit. “Ye are the verge of the greatest
move of God in all of History, none has been experienced as you will. The Prophets
could not enjoy this, the Apostles only tasted it. I am moving anew in the earth. And
the wind of the Spirit blowing from all the corners of the earth and blowing. For now
says the Lord is the time of harvest. “

“the Lord says many slumber and many sleep. And are not aware of what I am
doing. But I am doing it anyway says the Lord. For I have spoken to some and I’ve
given some insight, I’ve given information. Count yourself to hear these things. For
many prophets do not see and hear them. For they do not spend time seeking my
face. I am moving. For this move is for the preparation of the coming of the Lord.
Just like John who prepared the way of the Lord. This move is that. For my time is
coming. I am coming soon my people. Be ready and flow with this move of God. “I
will manifest myself to these little ones, they will see me in dreams. They will see me
openly while in nursery school and schools. Then they shall say I see Jesus and my
power will fill classrooms and my spirit fall. And many speak in tongues and
prophecy. Yes I am manifesting my glory to these little ones in a mighty way. And
the miracles that shall begin to happen shall confound many, even for yea even
newborns shall begin to speak says the Lord, out of the womb they shall being to
speak and preach, declaring the wonders of God says the Lord. And many Doctors
shall marvel and it shall cause no little in the Medical community and cause a spread
of a wave of revival in clinics, hospitals and yes says the Lord it shall be so.

“I am even beginning to give the peoples of this world wisdom, wisdom to bring
about technologies for the furtherance of the Gospel. Yes says the Lord, you will
begin to see inventions and technologies you’ve never dreamed or thought
possible. It is coming and happening for the sake of my people. You will see new
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discoveries in the medical field. Medical cure for Aids and Many Life threatening
diseases are here. And I have anointed and chosen one says the spirit, who is my
own servant who will begin to medically cure these diseases. And many shall be
medically healed. Just like it was with Malaria decades ago when there was no cure
and no longer should there be reason for men to die because of such disease. For
this has been the work of an evil scheme says the Lord. Presented forth to destroy
humanity but I am against it says the Lord. For I sit in the meeting of the rulers of
this world and I hear them listening to them plot their evil against humanity but I will
not let it all happen,

“I say Africa, you are rising says the Lord, you are rising. I have remembered thee
and out of Africa shall come notable and mighty men and women who is I will raise
with my own hand. Men not raised by men but by my spirit. For I remember this
great nation and continent. And my light will shine upon Africa once again. After
you are rising saith the Spirit.

“And what shall I say about Europe? Says the Lord. Europe shall fall says the Lord.
The powers that have been shall be no more. And yes in one day I will wipe you
out, even as you hear rumours of wars and terror in European nations. Just know
that I am shaking. But before I will begin to move in a mighty way. And there shall
be a great revival yet once again. Just like they have experience in the days of my
servants John and Charles Wesley, and my power shall be made known once again.
Even the throne that sits in England shall know and acknowledge me worshiping
that I lone am Lord and King. But after that Great darkness upon Europe, great
darkness upon Europe. And yes yes. You will begin to hear of multiplying wars. I see
Germany, France and Russia. One will begin to conspire against another and the
other with another. But all their plans shall falter. I’m keeping these Powers at bay.
For my power my first sweep throughout Europe says the Lord.

“China, China is about to experience a revival, revival of my gospel and power.
From China many fivefold shall rise. And yes I see India, you nation that have been
deprived and Rejected. You nation that have been despised. I remember you now.
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And I will cause you to rise and walk, from the east and go to the west, in my power
and glory. I shall use you saith the Lord. “What do I say about America? I have given
you time and chance to repent. And you have not repented. Oh land of America if
you have hearkened says the Lord. I would have wooed you to myself and thou you
have become my nations. But you have rejected my call. But now looking and
behold my wrath shall come upon thee in a very severe. For it is you that have
deceived the nations and caused them to err. It is you that have caused them to sin
and to stray from the path. But no, do not think that you will rise to the power you
have formerly enjoyed. For thy time and your hand of power of the Nations will be
weakened and no longer shall you be the strongest nation. For you will be set at
bay. For I will bring the water from the South and the East and they shall devour
thee says the Lord..

America you shall rise no more again.

“What about South Africa, says the Lord? Oh you land which I have loved and so
blessed. But the people have erred and not listened to my voice. But now I say, I
am beginning to raise young ones, second generation. They are going forth in my
power and glory, and these shall testify of the dominion of my Kingdom. And speak
of the power thereof. And from this Nation says the Lord a great demonstration of
power as never seen would be witnessed. Even says the Spirit. I ha e seen where
the false prophet dwells. That he dwells and sojourns even in this Nation. He has
been trying to release his dark and evil energy over this land but no my power has
been stronger than his. No no no. Think it not he will prevail. For I am raising my
Pillars of prayer all over this nations. Gauteng, Limpopo, Western Cape and even
Durban. The wind will blow from these regions throughout Africa.

“Do not Forget Zimbabwe, the land oppressed, the land suffering affliction. Hear
ye now what the Lord says. I am now removing your president and I bring in a new
one says the Lord. Many many are saying it will be a lady, but I reserve my
judgement at the moment and listen to the prayers of my people. But hear oh
Zimbabwe Zimbabwe. Even though you shall never rise to the place of pride as the
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jewel of the nations you have formerly held. I will restore unto you a piece and
portion of that glory and thou shall rejoice for a short while. When there shall be
famine in other nations, I will bless you. “Ghana, Congo, DRC, Niger, Malawi. I
remember you and I will pass through you when I have passed through South
Africa. I am moving and working says the Lord... “I am the Lord and I look at the
hearts and I test the hearts of men and give each according to what he deserves,
according to your fruits. I have tested the hearts of many Presidents and weighted
them on the scale of my justice, even your own president, I have not found him
perfect. Now behold I remove him and set another in his place... I am also removing
and have removed many other President who have not served me well, says the
Lord...
There have been attempts on his life. There has been plots and plans says the Lord.
But I have stopped them says the Lord showing him Mercy. Continue praying for
your President and Nations... The rest I will reserve for those who seek my face... “
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Tongues and interpretation

The light of Gods word shines and the forces of darkness are repelled. For the work
of God shall prevail and nothing shall stop the wind of the spirit from blowing,
nothing shall stop this move of God. And the rains of the spirit shall fall upon the
dry lands and upon everyone grass in the field. This move of Gods Spirit shall be as
never seen before, yes it has has started in most parts of the nations, but it shall
increase.... Yea it shall spread, in the outer parts, in the inbounds of cities and it
some place it will come from within the heart and soul of the nation and spread
without

Behold the prayers of man will accelerate this move of the spirit, but look, it shall be
more in other parts for the prayers of man determines it’s flow. For The Lord is
looking for man who shall say “ here I am lord, send me and I shall go”. And The
Lord shall say yea I have chosen you to go and be bearers of my kingdom, bearers
of my word, of my message, of my power and of my glory. For just as it had been
said by the prophet Hosea that the glory of the knowledge of The Lord shall cover
the earth as the waters covers the earth, because the spirit of knowledge has went
out into the world and filled man with the knowledge of God, and of his will and of
The Lord jesus, for this is the will of The Lord. For surely all creation shall behold
and witness just as it was at the fall of satan, the destruction of all satanic powers.
Just when they shall say the name of The Lord has lost its power, there shall rise an
army out if the north from the mountains of The Lord with such a power, with such a
glory that has never been witnessed in the earth before and they shall destroy the
works of the enemy, for this is the will of The Lord. Who will stand against the
counsel of The Lord? For this is his will and it shall come to pass!!!
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CONCERNING THE MIDDLE EAST

Times of war, times of war, times of war. Will there ever be an end, will there ever
be an end they ask? Remember there is a time and purpose for everything under
the Sun.. For a time I shall give them peace. But then on the horizon something
worse shall forth. Then the Bonds of treaties amongst the nations in the middle
East. One nation will breach the treaty and cause upheavals. Brother will go against
brother. Sister nation against sister Nation. And all conspire against the fall of the
other.. But non shall know what each is planning at the dinning table.. All this is the
Doing of the Lord

Something about Israel Revealed

Turn your eyes to Israel. Watch out will happen in the nation and the skies. For
when this happen, it shall be a sign that my work in the earth is still being of Carried
forth by my Spirit. Russia will try to interfere but will silenced and held back and this
is how I will restrain Him.. A Russian Base in the middle will blow up. USA and
TERRORIST EXTREMIST Will be suspects.. Putin will not stay longer in office...

Revival on the Horizon

“Revival is on the Horizon, let men and women prepare themselves. For this shall be
no ordinary revival. It is the revival of my spirit culminating to the second coming of
Christ. So everything will be different. The lord is giving both the early and latter
rains together. And sowing and reaping will be simultaneously.
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It is in stages, climaxing to second coming of Christ. It is in this move of my spirit
that I will perfect my church. And all that which offends and contaminates will be
removed. The reapes are being sent forth, for it harvest. These last 40 years of this
age are harvest. In all realms.. This is to say all the seeds of reality and truth in my
word shall become a reality. Both in the Light realms and Dark realms.

The angels have been waiting, ready.. Waiting for the prayers of the saints to reach
fullness and the sins of the nation’s to be complete. And the judgements upon the
USA is a sign that I am moving in the nations purging, shaking and realigning the
destines of these nations to serve for my end time purposes

Therefore son. It’s time to mobilize. Gird up yourself for you are being carried
forth... Get ready for miracles and unusual happenings

Germany

“Germany is rising, many leaders are not paying attention to Him but Germany is
rising. While America is concerned with Russia and Russia concerned with the
Middle East. England concerned with The European Unions and its Affiliates.
Germany is building a strong army. This is not a normal army. It’s an army energised
by Spirit’s of Anarcy and anti christ, hate is the bedrock of this army. And at its head
and helm is a leader given to satanic Worship. More vicious than Hitler was. He is
absolutely Surrended to these Spirits. Pray for Germany. It’s about to change the
Face and Perceptions about the Western Nations…

Word of Wisdom
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I told you prior to the commencement of the meetings that I have assigned angels
of Revelation to each and everyone of my people. They have not been open as they
should have and they have not heeded My instructions fully so I couldn’t bless them
as much as I would have loved to and my angels couldn’t bring across certain
information to them about my kingdom. About my word. And about their own lives.

Some now are in a strix between two. Not knowing which way to go in the course
of their natural life. I have desired to help them thoroughly which the most pressing
issues of their concerns.

But I couldn’t you see, because they’ve not been fully opened. If they had been
opened the gift of the discerning of spirits would have operated. But it will operate
from today onwards as you wait in my presence. Then you would and they would be
able to see into the realm of spirits. And the Angels will talk to them and My spirit
will talk to them and I will visit them once more but there needs to be Consecration
and an awareness of my desire to visit. So continue to teach them.

Continue to show them through my word. And I will honor my word and with signs
following.. I will keep you from the hour of trail that is to befall the earth. I have
already provided a way of escape for my people. It is a realm in my Spirit that will
cushion and hedge them in ahead the bumpy and rough days ahead.

I have continued to speak and constantly announced the urgency of the times
because from the view of the Spirit world it is very near. You people on earth see it
as far in the future but it is near. The Angels know it.. Even the evil spirits and Satan
they’re ruler knows it. He has known it for a thousand years. Because in the Spirit
realm it is clear. What time it is. What hour it is and what is expected from the
Angels and beings of the spirit world..
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So I’m telling you to prepare. To understand and walk in the light of it. I have and
will continue to release a spirit of prayer and travail in this time upon the churches.
There is a special anointing for intercession I will give to my servants. That with
fervor they may pray and seek my face as never before..

Now you must be Faithful to flow in this ministry. Because you are a Prophet and my
prophets must pray must intercede. That my compassion may flow to all those to
whom I sent to minister. When I show you the condition of Nations. Learn. It is
because I am teaching you to pray.

I’m calling all my servants into the chambers of prayer and worship.. It is a hidden
realm but it is so that they’re ministries which I have graced and anointed may be as
lights which cannot be hidden. This is true every Ministry that is or has at one point
blossomed to the point for citywide and nation wide impact has had those origins in
the chambers of prayer.

Let me show and teach you a ministry.. There are four chambers in the physical
heart of a man that regulate the different systems of the body. It is so with every
ministry. There are four chambers that regulates that whole system of life in a
ministry and my saints.. It is the Chambers of Prayer and Worship and The
Chambers of My Word and Deep Communion with my Father ..

These are essentials that help insure that all the gifts, all the Fruit and all the
administrations of My kingdom is fully made available to everyone who desires. And
the ministry becomes a blessing.. These work together and most of the time flows
together but begin taking the Ministry I have given you more seriously. It is the
voice of My Spirit talking to you.so heed it and follow suite on what I have just told
you. For the time is short and days few. Nothing should be lost...
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Part 1

It is the Day of His Power. It is the day of His Authority. It is the day of His kingdom.
Where his power shall be in demonstration not only in the church but in the world.
And men shall know that there is a God who rules in Heaven and his name is Jesus.
Now the son of God stretches forth his rod of iron against the king and nations of
the earth. Yes and his people are willing. For it is the day of His Power. His Great
Power..

Part 2

Fresh wind, Fresh wind, Fresh Wind of the spirit is blowing. Yea it shall be as a
breeze at first. Then it shall be strong winds of the spirit. Then it will move on into
being gale winds. what meant This? You ask. A greater anointing of the spirit is
coming upon you. Prepare for it. Prepare for it. It is the anointing for great exploits.
It is the anointing spoken of by the Lord when he promised “He that believes on me
the works that I do shall he do also and greater works than these shall he do
because I go to my father “. This is the anointing for the Greater works of works. It’s
time Greater works....
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Prophecy about Africa

“Revival is coming in the land of Africa; once again the blood of Jesus shall wipe
and wash over this land. It shall no longer be called a dark continent, but the light of
God shall shine upon it once again, and many who have fallen shall be
remembered. For the Lord remembers the blood spilled and the lives of His martyrs
and the Lord yet shall raise again once more men and women who shall be valour’s
of the Lord and they shall form a great army of the Lord.
They shall march forward with power and courage as never seen before. For the
Spirit of God is upon them and ye He has given them His sword and that sword is in
their mouth, and as they go forth, they shall go forth with power. The glory of the
Lord shall rest upon them; the breath of His presence shall cause them to sweep
over the nations of the world, for these are the winds of the Lord. For they shall
blow from the East and the West, the South and the North, and they shall go forth
in power and in glory. For I see them carrying forth the scrolls and the books of the
Lord teaching many, and ye many shall know the Lord and many shall come to the
knowledge of the truth.

And many shall rise up and the Lord shall bring them forth into the spiritual world,
where the fellowship and the communion of the saints is. For these are the ones
that the Lord says I have chosen for My glory, I have sealed and marked for my
destiny. For yes the time is but short, and I am doing a quick work. I am doing a
mighty work in the land of Africa and I say to South Africa, South Africa O ye land, it
is now time to get back and repent, for the God thy God is coming and the great
day of the Lord shall be terrible.

It shall come with winds and thunders and lightning’s His power shall be
demonstrated throughout and all them that dwell in darkness shall be made
manifest for all to see. And they shall walk naked and ashamed because of their
nakedness. For Ye says the Lord, I shall remove from them the garments washed in
my blood. For they have not harkened to my Word and been obedient to what I
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have asked them. Many are falling away says the Lord, and many have went their
own ways, these have not harkened unto My saints. For they have left my Word and
left My ways and went after the desires of their flesh. But know says the Spirit, there
are those few, the remnant I call and these ones I have endowed with power and
anointing and glory, and My sword is with them. They shall cut down every
mountain, every authority that is not of Me says the Lord, and I am rising, I am rising
and the wind is blowing in Africa once again!”

Prophecy about Israel

“My heart still goes after Israel for he is my first born amongst the Nations. I love
Her with an endless Love. Israel, The son of promise. And though the world forsakes
and wages war against Israel. I will never forget the Promise I made to Him, that I
will come again and live in His midst. His weeping is but for a short time and not to
be compared with the eternal glories that await Him. Israel, a nation and a people
who for a long time has rejected His Lord, fought against him at every turn and
Rejected the Messiah, unto that Israel shall the Messiah return and He shall receive
Him, as a bride receives the bridegroom into her bosom and so shall Israel The first
born of God live in His sight forever more”-

SpiritOfProphecy.. #Pray for the

peace of Jerusalem, they shall prosper they that love her walls..Remember
Jerusalem the Great Capital City Of God. The Nations of the earth are being shaken
and now is the hour of terrible darkness for the world.

Jesus said the Holy Spirit will show us things to come and reveal to us the destiny of
our world. Recently I’ve been seeing videos on YouTube with regards to the 23rd
September and what it means. I must be honest. I didn’t have any clue prior to this
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about what is going on. Everyone scientists. Truth seekers and even Christians are
speaking of this great event as the Fulfilment of scripture and the alignment of
planets and constellations. I took the Matter to the Holy Spirit to hear from him. In
his grace he has shown me what’s to happen In our near future. I urge reader to
prayerful and open hearted as you read. Because these are the very words from the
Holy Spirit Himself.
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Prophetic Prayer
02 NOVEMBER 2017

Father I pray for this nation, I thank you for its Spiritual destiny and its place in the
world and also in the way and order of things. I pray in the name of Jesus that even
in that which you have said concerning this nation, even that which is not pleasant
and that has not been pleasing in your sight-I pray that lives may be saved, I pray
that lives may be protected and oh God I pray that the Churches may be positioned
for the wave of the Spirit: A wave of blessing and also a wave of Judgment.

I pray that we may be prepared and positioned to receive from you all blessings,
instructions, corrections, purification, and sanctifications that are needed for us to
be thrusted forth into that next phase of this nation in the plans and purposes of
God. For now! Like a woman in labor, this nation is about undergo labor pains.
There will be contractions here and there, I even see them-the outflowing of events
and they are not so pleasant. I see white people chasing people of colour, and
people of colour chasing white people. I see Hospitals full and they ask why is this
so, what is happening?

And they say in the streets there is pain and in the streets there is shout even tears.
Father help us, I pray against racial divisions and segregations. I pray against the
Spirit of racism in the name of Jesus. I break the powers of darkness, and may the
angels of God go forth to every part of the nation ministering. I see Satan rising in
Kwa-Zulu Natal, I see him trying to cause terror and division because he has seen
that Kwa-Zulu Natal is a place I desire to bring forth a mighty revival that will swipe
throughout this entire nation.

Prepare by prayer and intercession. It will be like war says the Spirit of God, where
there will be bloodshed, man chopping another man’s head off even hands. What
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you’ve seen in the past shall not be compared to what will happen if we do not
pray! I thank you for your mercy, you are merciful Father.

The Churches must hear what thus says the Lord, and what thus says the Spirit for
this time and this hour. The Spirit is peaking before the rod and the whip on the
Masters hand will be leashed. Hear what the Spirit is saying, may the Churches hear
what the Spirit is saying because He has been speaking but men have not been
listening, He has been speaking and have not been heeding.

They have been going in their own ways and doing that which is desirable and
pleasing in their own sight, but the Spirit is warning and alerting because what is
about to happen in the Churches is very alarming and the sound has been released.
Hear what the Spirit is saying! For the rod is in his hand-the sword is in his hand and
the whip is in his hand. There shall be gnashing of teeth and weeping, not outside
but in-house.

Do you know what that means? Regret and great terror. Let the Churches be awake!
Do not be blind nor deaf, but hear what the Spirit is saying unto the Churches.
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24 September 2017
18Septemeber 2017

“Let me tell you what is to befall the Earth in days ahead and the activities that will
be seen all over the world.

Israel at this point will go into travails of pain. But in her pain, The glorious church is
given birth. The age of second of the messiah is then set in motion. The glorious
church is entering a new phase where the vessels have been chosen and selected
for the work that lies ahead. Men and woman everywhere will be caught into the
Heights and Depths of God in the Spirit, to see things yet not seen and hear words
never been spoken in the Earth. And yes as they bear witness to all that is shown
them. Then suddenly the Ruler of lords and the kings of the Earth. He is the ancient
of day. The mighty Prince of Peace Shall stand up with his sceptre in his right hand.
And he shall give it the worthy ones Those who have sanctified themselves for the
Masters use. And they shall begin to rule the nations with rod iron. Yeah this is the
powers of the age to come. The full manifestations of the Spirit. The Day of His
Power.

Then what was prophesied in psalm 100 to the 110. Shall come to Pass. Then
Hallelujahs will resound throughout the Earth. Praise the lord, shall be the song of
the saints. It will be sang in the streets. In the churches. In the meetings halls. Men
will be watching ball games and women sitting in beauty parlours, when suddenly
they will hear voices in the stress. Saying look up. Look up what is that. Up there.
What is that Light shining so brightly. Then the sons of the kingdom shall say this is
the glory of God. And for a long while mans conversation will be filled with the glory
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God. The ball will stop. The market places will close down. And they will come to
see spectacles of power displayed through my bride and the Sons of God.

But on the negative side. Israel will enter into times of tumult. She will suffer much
persecution from nations close to her. For those nations will be fed by the beast
with the seven heads and crowns and ten horns. For he is getting ready to establish
his rule and kingdom in the Earth. All the plans have been completed on his part.
Now the execution. And it must begin with persecution of the Elect of Jacob.
Israel. For this must happen for the great day of his wrath upon the wicked of the
Earth to be set in motion. Judgements that will be withheld will now be released on
certain nations. Especially those sited themselves with the Beast. This is a new era of
politics and global governance

And the army of fallen angels coming to the Earth will plummet this planet into
another phase of deep darkness. Remember Isaiah 60. Darkness and Glory shall
walk parallel. Both in natural events of the world and in the spirit.

Most of their plans that they’ve trying implement for year with fail will now
permitted to implemented. Some with immediate effect. At the next UN general
assembly the global Bills and Policies will passed into law in many nations. I am
inciting KIm Jong Un in order that I may rally the nations to war. Major Global
events will occur in 2017 and 2020 and 2024. That in seven years. The sixth trumpet
is being blown. There is an increasing of angelic activity. Both in the realms of my
kingdom and the kingdom of the evil one

Jordan shall be refuge for the Woman Israel. The desert where the woman will flee
and there she shall be supernaturally helped and be fed. Then Michael the Prince of
the holy nation with His army will go wage war with the nations of the Anti Christ.
And his wrath he shall seek then to establish his throne In the great city. But the
Church shall protect Israel by the gospel of his glory.
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For this is true and it yet appointed for a time in your near future... be watchful and
pray and prepare for the work I have you is great. “
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Visions And Prophecies

During one of the quiet times with the lord. I asked him to teach me about the
future and state of things around the world. Both spiritually and naturally. And I saw
and heard from the Spirit what I share in the following words. This is just a summary
of some of the things he spoke and showed unto my spirit.

The Near Future

In the near future. The church globally will go through much sufferings from the
rulers of the world. They will seek to oppress her through persecutions. Persecutions
will occur as they have never before.

But this will serve as a tool to spread the gospel into the far lands of nations. There
shall be tremendous powers manifested. Such that it will be witnessed in those
place and it shall not be denied for the signs will be notable

This will result in the voice of the church being strengthened. The church will be
heard in the nations of the world. Yet they will try to silence her. But all the attention
shall be on the churches in the nations.

The State of the church

Remember how when my son Israel was in the Wilderness. How he lusted after
other things which I commanded Him not to touch and they became a snare for him
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and caused him to walk away from my ways. This is what has happened to the body
of Christ

She is snared by her lust of the things of this world. But then as Israel

cried to Me in their distress. So shall I hear when the bride cries unto to me. For in a
short Will she will lift her voice unto me. In tears and repentance. And from heaven
My armies shall be released all over the world. And great renewals and revivals of
the spirit will occur and more shall come in the fold

The Working of Angels

The Angels of God are working all over the Nation of the world. However there is
variation of activity that differs from nation to Nation. Because of the Prayers and
spiritual activities of my people. This is what limits to a great extent the workings of
the Angels.

But there is a brewing in many nations. Tremendous spiritual activity in certain
nations. For one China. There is a revival breaking out. Though unknown and
unnoticed it is taking place. For the eyes of the lord have been upon the iron curtain
for a long time now. And now the Spirit has been sent and he has been working.
And the unknown churches have been fervently praying. And an outpouring has
been sent.

India as well is experiencing a mighty move of God. Though it be on the horizon. It
has already begun in the Spirit. Young men and women are being raised by the
Spirit. And prayer rallies are being conducted all over. It is a spiritual awakening to
the true God and even the lord Jesus.

The Name of Jesus in Nations
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That name will be sounded throughout the nations. Some will welcome it. But some
in disdain will disregard it and Him who holds all power. For they hate him. Being
deceived by they’re father the devil. Even in great general assemblies this will be
discussed but many who are powerful political leaders will shun it. Because they
have been taught and raised by that great serpent and His will they seek to carry
out for from long time ago they’ve been marked for this work of evil among the
nations.

The Antichrist and the Ten Toes

There have been a meeting that was held at the birth of the Antichrist. And the ten
toes/ten horns came to present themselves at a disclosed location to pledge they’re
allegiance to Satan and Worshiped the little baby Antichrist. It is known amongst
the closest of His cronies that The Antichrist is born and there was a celebration
held.

Natural Disasters

Earthquakes, Floods. Tsunamis and great natural calamities will continue to occur
even has it has in many nations of the world during this Year. But more will
continue. Even in your Nation there shall be unusual natural occurrences

About South Africa
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Have I not spoken concerning thisNation? Why has my word come to pass ? It is
because the people in this nation have notsupplicated themselves before me. And
when they do. The ruler over the air in this nation will be dislodged. And this will
outflow in the political scenes. But nothing will take place if there is no rise in
Prayer. But make no down 2018 will be filled will many history defining moments for
this nation.

About the Ministry

Unprecedented Works shall occur. There was resistance but now there is victory.
New Angels are given. Speak the word and they shall move into action... (Spirit
continued but chose not to write it down but keep it in my heart)There is a spirit of
slumber attacking the body of Christ. I saw it today in the spirit while praying. (I saw
it come as a huge waves of a dark veil). It will rest over churches. Ministers. And
believers alike who do not need to the call of prayer.

Then the Spirit said unto me. Woe is the ministry and the minister that is not
praying. Woe is the believer that is not praying. For then the Spirit shall enter over
them as a veil of darkness and shall sink into a deep slumber.

they shall not know from whence it has happened.

Then the things of the kingdom shall become distasteful unto them. The fellowship
of brethren shall be an abhorrence to them. Because they’re prayer lives will die out
like a fire put out by the waters.
The remedy is prayers and the light of the word entering in. Without which it shall
become dangerous for that ministry and minister. For the flesh and the things of this
world shall become his food.
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Watch and Pray. And warn the Brethren.

THE NATION - 2015
There is change taking place, a shaking as it were. It will happen in the economic
and political areas of this country. The leading political will be split into factions,
and one shall rise and shall be favoured by many. And he will persuade with wisdom
and favour him for the office of presidency. The tides of power are shifting. Many
investors in the private sector will pull away and thus there will an economic
plummet. This shall be of the signs that winds of the Spirit and revival are blowing
stronger upon this nation. For with the fall of the economy there shall be rise of the
Glory of God in the nations.
Watch out for this. For it shall surely take place.... There are supposed to be civil
upheavals and conflicts in the country, as part of the cleansing of this nation. but
this will only be dependent on the prayers of the saints. Therefore Watch and Pray.
This things I’m revealing are for you to pray. While some are bound to happen but
the effects and impacts can be minimised.

The Church of Christ
I am removing everything that offends, everything that is of lawlessness in my
church and those who are of the house of the flesh, who have fought the ways of
the Spirit. I will chastise them that they may learn not to dispute the workings of my
Spirit. Holiness unto the Lord shall be the mark of the glorious church. My own are
being gathered unto me, but the sons of darkness unto their father. And this is the
Apostasy spoken of in my word. I have said beware of the yeast and leaven of the
Pharisees. These are the pseudo Christians, that will seek pervert the word of truth,
the Gospel of your salvation, that is why I am raising Spirit anointed teachers, that
will teach my word line upon line and my Church shall be strengthened. The Spirit
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of Teaching is being poured upon my church. That the Spirit of wisdom of
Revelation.
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The Evil Spirit behind the Horn_11
May2018
I was in the visions of God and there I saw and heard....
There is a horn rising in this nation. This horn is strong and influential. But there is
hidden agenda, an agenda that will bring swift destruction in this nation. “What do
you mean destruction?” I mean civil war says the Spirit, the likes of the apartheid
era. For this horn is stirred, but not of my Spirit, there is ruling principality behind it
all. For the spirit of wrath has already been poured in certain parts of the country,
Pray that it may not spread further.
What I showed you concerning KZN in November 2017 has begun. Murders, Fights,
and blood All these are just the beginning. When I removed the former seating
president, the ruling spirit in His tenure was dislodged. And now a stronger one has
taken its place. It’s been roaming seeking the man to rule behind. And it has found
a place in the horn. The horn is a political figure.
The 2019 Elections will preceded by a wave evil and deaths if the church does not
pray, even of some influential leaders. There are three assassination attempts on
political leaders being planned. [And I see them in a meeting place, it is hotel room.
I see on a table the faces of these three figures, one woman and two men] one of
them will be successful and will made to look like an accident. The other two will be
poisoned but will survive.
The tides of power have shifted and you must pray.
What is this I see. Is it not coalition government. Is it not the first of its kind in a
democratic government. But lo and behold it will happen. For no one party shall
have ruling authority without the other. And the hand of the white man shall be
once again strong in the land.
There will also be a coming to fore of the political underworld. major crime Lords
being arrested if you pray
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Pray says the Lord, because some of these events are unnecessary and should not
happen. There are positives changes that will take place, especially in the economy
of the nation. But you must intercede...
I also saw a break down in talks between USA and North Korea but the Lord does
not permit to write concerning it...
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Heavenly Scrolls concerning Churches
The Lord Jesus has records of the nature of every church, ministry, and minister in
the body of christ. Because every church is different in nature and function,
especially in the deeds and motives before the Lord, they have different revelations
and Manifestations of the Lord. The book of revelation attests that there is no
church currently that has full revelation of the Lord Jesus. Thats a revelation we will
all have when we are unified as the Body of Christ.
As long as the church of Jesus Christ is isolated and in disunity, She will have an
isolated revelation of the Lord. When we look at the Seven churches in isolation
from each other, we cannot absorb the full revelation of Jesus.
In the Scrolls of the Churches, everything is recorded. The Nature of the churches,
their functions, acts and motives before the lord. The timing of the Lords judgments
on those churches and His advice and counsel. The destiny and promises of the
Lord. The revelation of the lord the church is assigned to reveal. Whether or not a
church is walking in the set path for it. It is all written. What is important for any
church, is to know what is said of them in the book of the Lord for that church.
It is an absolute necessity to know what the Lord Jesus personally thinks of the
churches. How else could we justify the Lords personal messages to the churches, if
it was not that important? How could churches rectify their errors and know the
Lords grievances against them? Can you see it.
How does a church find out. What is written in the Scrolls of the churches, and
specifically for their churches?
“He that has an ear, let him hear WHAT THE SPIRIT SAYS TO THE CHURCHES....”
The Scrolls of the churches are on the lips of the Holy Spirit. Therefore it is the
responsibility of every minister appointed by the Lord Jesus to consult the Holy
Spirit at every phase of the life of the church....
“Thus says the Lord, Tell the churches to seek the Lord personally for the books, for
the messages written concerning them. For the time of reckoning is at hand and the
time to give account is at the doors. For they all must know, the things written and
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thought concerning them. And yes if they pray they shall hear what the Spirit says to
the churches...”

The 7 Challenges of Churches in the Endtimes
1.

First Love for the Lord & Discernment

2.

The Fear of persecution & compromise

3.

The Love of Money, False Anointings Doctrines & lack respect for the

Ministry gifts
4.

Sexual Immorality & Idol Worship

5.

Spiritual Deadness & Slumber

6.

Keeping the Word & Perseverance

7.

Lukewarmness ,False Riches & Nakedness
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China & The Gospel_August 2018
I saw in the Spirit, military forces going into places of worship, persecuting the
saints. This is because the communist nations are trying to strengthen their resolve.
The Earth quakes taking place in that region will be an opportunity for the Gospel
to enter in that region. The iron gate is being thrown open
The resistance of the gospel is growing weaker and weaker in nations where this
was. But the saints must keep praying and the angel will keep working...
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Word of Wisdom_6 December
Much blood has been shed in land, the earth is crying with the blood killed, seeking
vengeance from the Lord. And the Spirit says, the people in the land have erred and
have not rectified their sin by seeking forgiveness but now the plague have lifted up
against this land . Yet I say to those who have ears. That if they will pray I will heal
the land. For great is the wickedness in this nation from the head to the root of this
land.
If my people will pray I will I restore its glory like I did her neighbour. The Spirit of
God is moving over South Africa, a little while the father shall release His word upon
the land in the southern most of Africa and look His already speaking. Listen you
people.
For I hear in the Spirit the voice of the father saying:
“ He who is prominent in the land and known as a prophet but deceiving the
people shall in a short while flee from the nation. For I shall I drive him out says the
Lord far from this land. And he shall find no in any other nation. For his folly shall be
made bear for all see. And in shame he shall flee. For he shall be found out that he
has been deceiver. Nevertheless this shall a lot of grievance for the believers who
trusted in his ministry. Because a scandal will sprout that I will cause to be carried by
wind throughout Africa and abroad. Upon hearing these news the entire fold of
Satan’s ministers shall shiver in fear. Then shall they all know that I am the lord and I
behold the workings of the wicked. Then no little prayers shall be offered to the
God of heaven and mighty revivals of the spirit shall spread all over. The local
assemblies shall filled the small churches shall be grow and be influential. The little
ones shall become great. The churches shall expand. Then at this time I will raise
true prophets who has ears and hearts for the Lord to speak by revelation the
purposes of God.”
“He who is at the head of the nation shall be found unfit to continue his tenure. For
He shall fall of from his chair and shall be unable to recover. First it shall be hidden
from the public. But after a while it shall be said that he is in a hospital bed. For I
have asked to step down but he has been unwilling but I shall stretch my hand
against him. And he shall be removed from Office. He shall unable to complete his
term of office. Watch, for all these things shall come to pass at appointed hour….”
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i am moving among the nations, especially in those where prayers and intercessions
of my people have come before me. In my book they are all written and now the
books are open. For blessing and for judgement. In some I stretch the sword, in
some the Rod, in some the staff and in some the whip. Each according to their
works shall I do. So pray for your nation that if the sword is upon it, the rod shall be
given instead….
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Jesus Passes Judgement to the
Nations_10 October 2018
I was ministering to the Lord when I saw myself Entering a room where the Lord
Jesus was sitting and writing and signing documents. I was at the door when He
invited me in. Before I could ask. He said “These are judgment documents for the
nations of the earth, I'm now sending to the angels I have placed over them, do you
want to see the one for your nation? As He asked, the scroll like document
appeared on the table and rolled open... Then as I went closer to look, the Words
“Fire & Riots” seemed leap out of the scroll. Then the Lord said “ You must pray
against these events, that the evil one is stirring up, if they happen, there will not be
any elections held in 2019, for the severity of anarchy and the international
community, the UN will hold the country liable before the International Court, and
this will send shockwaves in the economy of this country. If you & the churching the
land will pray, I will turn things in your favor and send angels stability and peace to
restore the political and economical structures in the nation that have been marred.
Part of this will caused several international political figures and business
powerhouses who have vested interest in the outcome of the elections.”
Then the Words “New President “ , leaped out, there was a name written that I
could not read, it was blurred out. and He spake thus to me : “ There will be a new
president. There must be a new president , because the destiny I have for this
nation is contingent on there being a new president, I have chosen. Tell my to pray
and I will establish the President chosen by heaven. If you will not pray, Satan will
seek to put a man through whom he will wreak havoc and frustration on my plans
for you. And the church will suffer very much. “
Just as the Lord spoke, I was taken in the spirit over South Africa. It seems I was
standing over the coast of Cape Town. And way in the sea, there a darkness
building up. It was making way to the shore but resisted by a force field. Then the
voice said to me “ Close the Gates, Close the Gate and do not let the evil schemes
of your enemy prevail”. Then suddenly the Lord was beside me. And He said “You
see, that's awaiting the nation if my people don't pray. Pray and Intercede for this
nation. Now more than ever. Hold Prayer Services just for your nation. The destiny
of this nation is at risk...”
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Prayer Assignment to Cape Town_16
October 2018
Praise and Glory to Jesus our King and Shepherd. Who guides us into his perfect
will and reveals all the intent of his purpose to those who love and serve Him

Prelude to Trip
Few weeks ago I received two alarming visions concerning South Africa. The first
was in a heavenly office where the Lord Jesus was passing letters of Judgments to
the chief angels of the nations. He called me in to show me what was written in the
letter concerning my country. When I read the parts I was allowed to see. I realized
the severity of the judgments if supplications from the body of Christ were not
made to the Father
In the same vision the Lord took me to the Coast of South Africa where Cape Town
is. From far in the horizon I saw a darkness and evil building up like thunderous
clouds. Something was restraining it from reaching the shores. Then the voice of the
Lord said “ This is what's coming t o this nation if you and the church don't pray”.
Subsequent to the vision I was shown in the following week while in prayer . One of
the gates to the nation. Where it seemed to be open. No Angel or Evil Entity was
on guard or let me say I didn't see anything, only the huge open gates
The following day I saw another vision where the Lord revealed several other things
concerning The Gates and the significance of them and why they need to be
closed, by the prayer of the saints. These were not heavenly gates. But spiritual
gates where satanic beings could access the nation and cause trouble. To be honest
I had not known of such until it was shown me by the Lord.
I knew the Lord was asking us to Go Pray in Cape Town. Like any other servant of
God would be, I was reluctant. I informed Pastor Raphael about what the Lord had
asked us to do. And he also had the same impression that we should Go promptly.
And finally we decided we should obey the Lords instruction and prepared to go

Confirming Sign
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We had decided on the Friday,that on the 15th we'd go. Then on the Saturday the
Lord Kept saying “As a sign that I have sent you, there shall be rain when your feet
touch the city “. Up to that time there was no rain. I told Raphael. And truly when
we both landed and got into our transport it Poured for several minutes. All Over
the City. The driver said to us “It was scorching hot and I even washed my car. Now I
regret it “. When we had that it had been hot and clear skies the whole day that we
knew the Lord had us come here. And this confirmed truly the Word of the Lord and
visions he had given.

The Prayer Assignment on Table Mountain
When we reached the cold peak of the mountain we started praying in the spirit. I
then asked the Lord what we should do. Immediately my eyes opened and I saw the
Angel of God standing South from where we were. Motioning to head in the
direction. Being led by the spirit and unbeknownst to us. It was by the Location
where we had built an altar to the Lord in 2015. I was shocked. At that point we
started praying and in supplication petitioned for the nations. Confessing the Sins of
the nation. Asking the Lords mercy and to avert his righteous judgment. Praying for
our Leaders in Government and The church.
The Spirit of Prophecy came upon me and the angel who has called us gave a paper
to read. I spoke those words in prayer. We were praying at this point for about
1hour 23min. When I saw the Gates from further in the ocean closing. The same
gates I was shown in the vision. I was shocked and in a way disappointed because I
thought we would spend the whole day praying. Nevertheless in my spirit there was
victory.

Vision of the Scrolls
Then I saw two Scrolls one in the Hand of Jesus and the Other was in the hand of an
Angel. The one on the Hand of the Lord had it seals broken and the Voice said “
Now the purposes and intents of the Lord for this Nation that have been hindered
and delayed can progress, the prayers of the Saints affects the fulfillment of what is
written here”. The one in the hand of the angels was chained. The voice said “ The
prayerlessness of the Church in this city has bound and halted its destiny in God.
There is not enough prayer to open this scroll”
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I was struck in the heart but had received a new revelation. Our prayers really affect
how much of Gods will, specifically what's written in the books concerning us would
come to pass. If have a serious part to play in the will of God for our lives and the
cities and nations we live live

Obedience to the Lord, The Most important thing
On the mountain I received a serious wake up call. The Lord Jesus through the spirit
of prophecy said to us “ I have asked a lot of my children to come here and prayed.
But they wouldn't , it is good that you have come. Because even in your own lives I
have withheld certain blessings and now because of your obdience I will hasten
them upon you. Sometimes we think we serve the Lord rightly but he measures our
maturity with our obdience to Him.
God called us to pray for the country in a city that was far from where we were,
which was strategic to the spiritual conditioning of the country. One may ask. why
couldn't you pray at home, God would have heard you ? Honestly, I'd also prefer
that. But The Lord said Go to Cape Town. That's where he wanted us to go. The
Money spent to accomplish this task equates to the monthly salaries of many good
working people. Just to pray 1-2 hours at a mountain (that's why when I was told it
is done, I was shocked and perplexed for some moments). What he will look at is
not the Money spent, but the willingness and obdience to do his will. Before He
ascended, He asked the disciples to meet him in Galilee. If they had not come they
would never have received the blessing and instruction of the Spirit and would have
lost out on so much of God plan for them. We learnt never to put our comfort
before Obdience to the Lord.

The Angels on Table Mountain
Something like Doors and Access points were opened heavenward and myriads of
angels descended on that mountain and went on assignments throughout the
country. The High Place of South Africa has been reclaimed for God and his
operations.

Final Word
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God speaks to anyone who has ears for his spirit and a willing heart to do his will.
When you have given yourself entirely to the Lord and his work. There is no telling
what the Lord would do with your life for His glory.
Wherever you are. There is something the Lord needs Done. Be the one he
considers for the Job. He has allowed us to live a life we could only dream of and
we only ascribe glory and honor to him. And pray we will always have the capacity
to obey and do his will. Give yourselves to Prayer and Love the Lord always.
All this was done in the Name of Jesus and For the Glory of the King. Let no man
receive any praise...
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Confirming Prophecy by Veronica West
This is from Veronica West - she is a prophetess who lives in lreland AN URGENT WORD FOR THE NATION OF SOUTH AFRICA...”Watch and Pray”!
“WATCH! FOR A DIVINE DISMANTLING OF DEMONIC STRONGHOLDS WILL
BEGIN TO TAKE PLACE IN THE GATEWAY CITIES OF THE NATION..!
Listen! Pay Attention South Africa for there is a battle that is raging in the heavenlies
over the Kingdom Destiny of the Nation in this hour, it is a battle between the
kingdom of light and the Kingdom of darkness.
I prophesy, ‘IT IS TIME FOR THE ARMY OF GOD TO ARISE AND TAKE THEIR
PLACE, IT IS TIME TO BEGIN TO WAGE WAR IN A NEW WAY, FOR A NEW DAY IS
DAWNING OVER THE LAND’!
I hear the Spirit of God say, “SET THE WATCHMAN ON THE WALLS OF YOUR
GATEWAY CITIES, SET THE WATCHMAN NIGHT AND DAY. NOW WATCH! FOR AS
MY PEOPLE COME TOGETHER IN TRUE REPENTANCE, UNITY AND IN ONE
PURPOSE IN THIS NATION SUDDENLY A DIVINE DISMANTLING OF DEMONIC
STRONGHOLDS WILL BEGIN TO TAKE PLACE IN THE GATEWAY CITIES OF THIS
NATION, GET READY! LISTEN! FOR THE SOUND OF A MIGHTY RUSHING RIVER
WILL BE HEARD ACROSS THE LAND”, says God
Last Night I had a very powerful dream concerning the Nation of South Africa,
where I was standing at the very top of ‘Table Mountain in Cape Town, South Africa,
(now I knew this by divine revelation as I have never been to Cape Town or to Table
Mountain before). Now as I stood high above the City of Cape Town in the dream,
suddenly a Mighty Warring Angel of the Lord appeared to me, as I looked at the
ArchAngel, he spoke to me saying, “Daughter of Man look and see”, as I looked up
the Angel lifted his sword and suddenly I saw a fierce battle taking place in the
heavens over the Nation, then the Angel spoke again saying, “Daughter of Man
look and see”, and again I looked and I saw (4) very large and very Powerful
Demonic Angelic Beings/Principalities standing over the Nation of South Africa, one
stood to the East, one to the West, one to the South and one to the North, now as I
looked at these powerful spirit beings suddenly I saw (10) Cities (which included
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Cape Town City) rise up from the ground, and I heard these words, “WATCH! For
the demonic powers and principalities of the Dragon Spirit have occupied the
ground in these Gateway Cities, but WATCH! For SUDDENLY there will come a
Divine Dismantling of the Demonic Strongholds in these Gateway Cities for a divine
displacement has begun, WATCH! For My Glory will come like mighty rushing River
from the North, the South, the East and the West, My River of Resurrection Power
will come and the waters will rise, rise to Revive, to Refresh, to Renew and to
Replenish, WATCH! For Behold I am doing a New Thing in the midst of My people
in this land, Do you see it?”!

After hearing these words, suddenly the Warring Angel of the Lord showed me the
figure of a man standing over the Nation and over the City of Cape Town, now as I
looked at the man in the dream I could not see his face but only his back, as I
looked again I saw that the man held a rod in his hand, as I drew a little closer to the
man suddenly I heard him speak these words over the Nation, “Who has ever seen
anything as strange as this? Who has ever heard of such a thing? Has a nation ever
been born in a single day? Has a country ever come forth in a mere moment?”, then
I watched as he lifted the rod over the City and over the Nation and the powers and
principalities of darkness that raged in the heavenlys over the land began to
disperse and loose their strength and the power they had was diminished, but then
I watched as the hand of the man that held the rod quickly became weak and began
to tremble, now as his arm began to drop down suddenly I saw that the powers of
darkness intensified and increased once again gaining even greater strength and
power than before. As I watched intently in the dream, I began to call out to the
man telling him to lift up his hand and not to drop the rod but to keep it lifted high
over the Nation, But then suddenly the Warring Angel of the Lord spoke to me
saying, “Daughter of Man, Fear Not, for this battle belongs to the Lord, for surely it
is not by might nor by power but by His Spirit”, as I heard the Angel speak, his
words were like red hot arrows that deeply penetrated my inner most being, then
suddenly I looked up and I saw a multitude of people appear round about the man
in the dream and taking hold of his weak and trembling hand they lifted it back high
into the air, and immediately I saw that the great powers of darkness once again
began to diminish and loose its effectiveness and the battle against the enemy
prevailed. (The Dream Ended)
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Interpretation of the Dream
There is a Spiritual battle that is raging in this hour over the Kingdom Destiny and
Birthright of the Nation of South Africa. This is not a battle against flesh and blood
but a battle against the powers and principalities of darkness. There is call in this
hour to set the Watchman on the Walls of the Gateway Cities across the Nation, I
was shown 10 Gateway Cities one of which included Cape Town City, (I believe it is
prophetically significant that I was standing on the very top Table Mountain, Cape
Town. I believe I was not taken there in the dream by coincidence but by divine
appointment, I submit God is revealing this place (the City of Cape Town) both a As
Gateway City for where there is powerful demonic stronghold occupying the land
but also as a place and a City where a “Great Revival” will be birthed in the days
ahead.
The man that I saw in the dream powerfully confirms both the prophetic word and
message I received from the Father a few days ago concerning God raising up a
Moses, a Deliverer in this hour in the Nation who will lead Gods people out of the
land of captivity and into the land of Promise.
•(Warning) In the dream it was made clear to me that the hand of the man who held
up the rod will quickly grow weak and weary in the midst of the battle. But we are to
Fear not! For God is raising up many in this hour who will be like Aaron and Hur and
they stand to hold up the hands of Moses in this hour. (“Aaron and Hur stayed up
his hands, the one on the one side, and the other on the other side. As long as
Moses held up the staff in his hand, the Israelites had the advantage. But whenever
he dropped his hand, the Amalekites gained the advantage” See Exodus 17:11)
Lastly, I believe and submit that as the people of this Nation come together in this
season in true Repentance, Unity and in one Purpose there will be a ‘SUDDEN AND
DIVINE DISMANTLING OF DEMONIC STRONGHOLDS IN THE GATEWAY CITIES
OF THE NATION, THERE WILL BE A DIVINE DISPLACEMENT OF DEMONIC
POWERS OVER THE LAND AND SEAS. MANY WILL BEGIN TO HEAR THE SOUND
OF A MIGHTY RUSHING RIVER THAT WILL FLOW FROM ALL FOUR CORNERS OF
THE NATION, IT IS A RIVER OF HIS GLORY THAT IS CARRYING RESURRECTION
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POWER TO REVIVE, RESTORE AND REFORM THE PEOPLE OF THIS GREAT
NATION.
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